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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In recent days, another big, fat lie has been allowed to circulate unchecked and unveri8ed in

headlines across the media landscape. "Ivermectin: Why Are U.S. Anti-Vaxxers Touting a Horse

Dewormer as a Cure for COVID?" asks the Independent.  Similar headlines — all focusing on

"horse dewormer" — have been plastered across many other media outlets.

It appears Oklahoma's KFOR news was the 8rst to run a fake story that made this false narrative

explode. September 1, 2021, KFOR reported that emergency rooms were overrun with patients

who had overdosed on horse ivermectin. The claim was supposedly made by doctor Dr. Jason

McElyea. According to KFOR:

"Dr. McElyea said patients are packing his eastern and southeastern Oklahoma hospitals

after taking ivermectin doses meant for a full-sized horse, because they believed false

claims the horse de-wormer could Aght COVID-19. 'The ERs are so backed up that

gunshot victims were having hard times getting to facilities where they can get deAnitive

care and be treated,' he said."

Fake News Alert

Other media outlets ran with the story, including Rolling Stone magazine,  The Daily Mail,  the

Independent,  Newsweek,  The Guardian,  Yahoo News  — which later published a story saying a

hospital was "disputing" the claim — and MSNBC's Rachael Madow.

There was just one problem. It was a fake story. A few days after the story made major media

rounds, the Sequoyah Northeastern Health System issued a public notice and posted it on its

website homepage, dismissing McElyea's claims as pure 8ction:

However, rather than retract the article, which would be appropriate for a piece that turns out to

be 8ctional from start to 8nish, Rolling Stone simply posted an "update" at the top of the article,

noting Sequoyah's rebuttal. KFOR has issued no correction at all, as of September 7, 2021. The

Guardian issued an update at the bottom of its article, but did not include the hospital's

statement that NO patients have been treated for ivermectin overdose.

Hundreds of news articles have also brought attention to alleged rises in ivermectin-related calls

to poison control centers around the U.S. These too, it turns out, are based on the ^imsiest of

data. For example, in Kentucky, poison control reports having received six calls relating to

ivermectin paste overdose, compared to an average of one per year.

The department of health in Mississippi similarly noted that while calls to poison control

involving ivermectin paste have seen a slight increase, all cases have been mild and none have

required hospitalization due to toxicity.  Clearly, people are not dying from horse ivermectin

overdoses, and they're certainly not dying from appropriately-dosed and prescribed oral

ivermectin.

False Narrative Alert

This idea that ivermectin is a horse dewormer that poses a lethal risk to humans is pure horse

manure, shoveled at us in an effort to dissuade people from using a safe and effective drug

against COVID-19.

The intent is clear. What our so-called health agencies and the media are trying to do is confuse

people into thinking of ivermectin as a "veterinary drug," which simply isn't true. Ultimately, what

they're trying to do is back up the Big Pharma narrative that the only thing at your disposal is the

COVID shot. As noted in a recent HuffPost article:

"Health experts ― the kind who practice on humans ― agree that the best way to prevent

yourself from catching the virus is to get vaccinated, wear a face mask and stay out of

crowds."

In an August 21, 2021, Twitter post,  the Food and Drug Administration said, "You are not a

horse. You are not a cow. Seriously, y'all. Stop it," linking to an FDA article on why you should not

use ivermectin to prevent or treat COVID-19.

The MSNBC report in the video above is another perfect example of the deceptive narrative being

spun around ivermectin. The host blatantly mixes data points together, talking about ivermectin

horse paste in one breath and rising prescriptions for ivermectin in the other, as if doctors are

now prescribing veterinary drugs just to appease desperate patients. He then goes on to refer to

doctors' success with ivermectin as "anecdotal."

Comedian and podcast host Joe Rogan, who recently developed COVID-19 and treated it with

ivermectin and a slew of other remedies, is also being badmouthed for daring to share his

success story. NPR, for example, reported:

"Joe Rogan has told his Instagram followers he has been taking ivermectin, a deworming

veterinary drug formulated for use in cows and horses, to help Aght the coronavirus. The

Food and Drug Administration has warned against taking the medication, saying animal

doses of the drug can cause nausea, vomiting and in some cases severe hepatitis."

Did Rogan take horse ivermectin paste? No. Did he take animal doses of it? No. As you can see in

the video above, Rogan talked with "multiple doctors" who told him to take it and, ultimately, he

did take it and he got well, remarkably quickly. Yet NPR blatantly blends veterinary and human

use together, as if to insinuate that he did take horse-level doses of it.

It's worth noting that the FDA is not warning against low-dose oral ivermectin as routinely

prescribed for human use. They're warning against animal doses, which no licensed medical

doctor would prescribe. In short, doctors are not prescribing ivermectin for horses, nor are they

prescribing it at horse dosages.

Ivermectin Is an Essential Human Drug

While ivermectin is used as a dewormer in animals, it is also a human drug, approved by the FDA

since the mid-1990s for the treatment of river blindness.  It's also on the World Health

Organization's list of essential medicines for several parasitic diseases.

“ Ivermectin has several different properties. In
addition to being antiparasitic, it also has potent
antiviral properties and has even been shown to
protect against SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
damage.”

Like many other drugs, ivermectin is also used off-label for other diseases and conditions.

Systemic lupus and papulopustolar rosacea,  for example, are sometimes treated with

ivermectin. In 2018, a patent was 8led to treat certain autoimmune disorders with ivermectin.

When used preventatively for COVID-19, or as treatment for acute SARS-CoV-2 infection,

ivermectin is being used off-label, but there's nothing unusual or suspect about this at all. Many

drugs are used "off label." So, when media warn that "ivermectin is not approved by the FDA for

the treatment of COVID-19," that essentially means nothing. It certainly doesn't mean the drug

isn't FDA approved at all, or that it's only approved for animals.

The fact is, ivermectin has several different properties. In addition to being antiparasitic, it also

has potent antiviral properties and has even been shown to protect against SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein damage.

Research shows ivermectin impairs the spike protein's ability to attach to the ACE2 receptor on

human cell membranes.  The drug can also help prevent blood clots by binding to SARS-CoV-2

spike protein. This prevents the spike protein from binding to CD147 on red blood cells and

triggering clumping.

As for safety, more than 4 billion doses have been given to (human) patients since 1998, and only

28 cases of serious adverse events have been reported in that time.  Yet the FDA now claims

ivermectin should not be used for COVID-19 because the drug may cause "serious harm," is

"highly toxic" and may cause "seizures," "coma and even death"  — warnings that are far more

applicable to COVID shots.

Ivermectin Suitable for All Treatment Stages

Since early on, the Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has been trying to get the

truth out about ivermectin. The FLCCC's prophylaxis and early outpatient COVID-19 protocol is

known as I-MASK+  while the hospital treatment is called I-MATH+.  All include ivermectin. As

noted by the FLCCC in a news release:

"The data shows the ability of the drug Ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, to keep those

with early symptoms from progressing to the hyper-inOammatory phase of the disease,

and even to help critically ill patients recover.

… numerous clinical studies — including peer-reviewed randomized controlled trials —

showed large magnitude beneAts of Ivermectin in prophylaxis, early treatment and also in

late-stage disease. Taken together … dozens of clinical trials that have now emerged

from around the world are substantial enough to reliably assess clinical eRcacy."

FLCCC president and chief medical ogcer Dr. Pierre Kory has testi8ed to the bene8ts of

ivermectin before a number of COVID-19 panels, including the Senate Committee on Homeland

Security and Governmental Affairs in December 2020  and the National Institutes of Health

COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines Panel in January 2021.

The two protocols — I-MASK+  and I-MATH+  — are available for download on the FLCCC

Alliance website in multiple languages. The clinical and scienti8c rationale for the I-MATH+

hospital protocol has also been peer-reviewed and was published in the Journal of Intensive Care

Medicine  in mid-December 2020.

Strong Evidence for Ivermectin

April 24 through 25, 2021, Dr. Tess Lawrie, director of Evidence-Based Medicine Consultancy

Ltd.,  hosted the 8rst International Ivermectin for COVID Conference online.

Twelve medical experts  from around the world — including Kory — shared their knowledge,

reviewing mechanism of action, protocols for prevention and treatment, including so-called long-

hauler syndrome, research 8ndings and real world data. All of the lectures, which were recorded

via Zoom, can be viewed on Bird-Group.org.

A one-page summary of the clinical trial evidence for ivermectin is available on the FLCCC

website,  while a listing of all ivermectin trials done to date, with links to the published studies,

can be found on c19Ivermectin.com.  So, what does the evidence show? In summary, studies

have demonstrated ivermectin:

• Lowers viral load.

• Inhibits replication of many viruses, including SARS-CoV-2 and seasonal in^uenza viruses.

An observational study  from Bangladesh, which looked at ivermectin as a pre-exposure

prophylaxis for COVID-19 among health care workers, found only four of the 58 volunteers

who took 12 mg of ivermectin once per month for four months developed mild COVID-19

symptoms, compared to 44 of the 60 health care workers who had declined the medication.

• Inhibits in^ammation through several pathways and protects against organ damage.

• Prevents transmission of SARS-CoV-2 when taken before or after exposure.

• Speeds recovery and lowers risk of hospitalization and death in COVID-19 patients — The

average reduction in mortality, based on 18 trials, is 75%.  A WHO-sponsored review

suggests ivermectin can reduce COVID-19 mortality by as much as 83%.

Who's Actually Following the Science?

As noted in an August 3, 2021, review paper in New Microbes New Infections, titled "Ivermectin:

A Multifaceted Drug of Nobel-Prize Honored Distinction With Indicated Egcacy Against a New

Global Scourge, COVID-19":

"In 2015, the Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine, in its only award for

treatments of infectious diseases since six decades prior, honored the discovery of

ivermectin (IVM), a multifaceted drug deployed against some of the world's most

devastating tropical diseases.

Since March 2020, when IVM was Arst used against a new global scourge, COVID-19,

more than 20 randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have tracked such inpatient and

outpatient treatments. Six of seven meta-analyses of IVM treatment RCTs reporting in

2021 found notable reductions in COVID-19 fatalities, with a mean 31% relative risk of

mortality vs. controls.

During mass IVM treatments in Peru, excess deaths fell by a mean of 74% over 30 days in

its ten states with the most extensive treatments. Reductions in deaths correlated with

the extent of IVM distributions in all 25 states with p < 0.002.

Sharp reductions in morbidity using IVM were also observed in two animal models, of

SARS-CoV-2 and a related betacoronavirus. The indicated biological mechanism of IVM,

competitive binding with SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, is likely non-epitope speciAc,

possibly yielding full eRcacy against emerging viral mutant strains."

Despite the evidence, the American Medical Association (AMA), the American Pharmacists

Association (APhA) and the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) are now

banding together to call on doctors to immediately stop prescribing ivermectin for COVID outside

of clinical trials.

Hopefully, doctors will evaluate the evidence for themselves and do what makes sense and is

best for their patients, rather than cater to Big Pharma. Indeed, as the U.S. wants to eliminate all

use of ivermectin, other countries are starting to use more of it. India, for example, has added

ivermectin for COVID-19 to its list of essential medicines.

The Tokyo Metropolitan Medical Association also added ivermectin to its home treatment

protocol August 13, 2021, and Indonesia's government not only authorized the use of the drug but

also created a website showing real-time availability of the drug. Hospitals in Indonesia started

using ivermectin July 22, 2021. By the 8rst week of August, cases and deaths were plummeting.

The 'Delta Variant' Is Vaccine Injuries, Whistleblower Claims

In a recent Stew Peters program, a nurse blows the whistle on several commonly-held beliefs.

She points out that her hospital was never, not even during the height of the pandemic 2020, over

capacity due to COVID patients. Disturbingly, she notes that most hospital personnel are still

unaware that the PCR test is completely unreliable, and care is all based on that test.

Even if you do not have any COVID symptoms, a positive test will land you on the COVID ward,

where standard protocol calls for Remdesivir and, if you have low oxygen, being put on a

ventilator. She says most patients get worse on Remdesivir, which has been shown to cause

heart and kidney problems. She points out that for a short time, the drug was given in

combination with ivermectin, and during that time, patient outcomes were much better.

Ivermectin was then removed from the protocol.

As for the Delta variant, there are no commercial tests that will identify variants, although genetic

sequencing in a research lab would be able to differentiate them. The nurse stresses that she’s

never seen “Delta” speci8ed on any patient chart — a claim that raises the question how ogcials

are able to claim that most COVID-19 patients are now infected with the Delta variant.

She’s also reporting seeing a signi8cant number of vaccine injuries, yet she’s not aware of a

single instance where the injury was reported to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Effect Reporting

System (VAERS). Whenever she’s brought her suspicions to the doctor, she’s been rebuffed and

the vaccine link has been dismissed.

The most shocking take-home from this interview is that the supposed surge in Delta cases are

in fact mislabeled vaccine injuries, according to this whistleblower.
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Massive ‘Horse’ Lies About Nobel Prize Winning Treatment
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

KFOR news ran a fake story in which a doctor claimed emergency rooms in Oklahoma were inundated with people who used horse

ivermectin paste as a treatment for COVID-19 and overdosed

&

The story turned out to be pure 8ction, as no such cases have occurred. Still, KFOR has not retracted the story or issued a correction&

The idea that ivermectin is a horse dewormer that poses a lethal risk to humans is a deceptive narrative aimed at dissuading people from

using a safe and effective drug against COVID-19

&

While ivermectin is used as a dewormer in animals, it is also a human drug, approved by the FDA since the mid-1990s. It’s on the World

Health Organization’s list of essential medicines for several parasitic diseases and, like many other drugs, ivermectin is used off-label for

other diseases and conditions

&

In addition to being antiparasitic, ivermectin also has potent antiviral properties and has even been shown to protect against SARS-CoV-2

spike protein damage

&
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in fact mislabeled vaccine injuries, according to this whistleblower.

“The Delta variant is the vaccine injuries,” she tells Peters. “It’s common knowledge

around the staff that is aware of what’s going on, [who are] paying attention [and] aren’t in

denial.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,522 ratings

ORDER NOW
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versatile
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Say the word. CURE. It's a cure. The only reason it's called a treatment, instead of a cure is because our current medical systems have

no theory of cure for viral disease. Our current medical systems have no de8nition of cure for any non-infectious disease, like diabetes,

cancer, and gout. They have no de8nition of cure for most infectious diseases - that's why "there is no cure for the common cold,

in^uenza, measles, even COVID. Over 200 million patients are documented as "RECOVERED" from COVID, because we can't say CURE.

Ivermectin is a CURE for horse worms. Not a treatment, a cure. And ivermectin is a cure for COVID. It's not "the cure". There are many

cures for COVID. Some better than others. Most cases of COVID are cure by health - the best cure and by healthy actions like a healthy

Vitamin D status. But health is slow and steady, honest and true. Sometimes we need something faster than health, when health is

lacking. Sometimes we need something stronger than health - just to be safe. There are lots of cures for COVID. Ivermectin and

hydroxychloroquine are just two well known ones. There are plenty more. But we can't 8nd any of them until we have a theory of cure

that covers all curable cases of disease. Why don't we have a theory of cure? Why don't we practice curing? Why is there no theory and

no de8nition of COVID cure, nor of COVID cured?.Let's develop a theory of cure.  To your health, Tracy
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Guillermou
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Unfortunately, Tracy, the cure is not pursued, the disease is pursued. The Medical Associations of the United States and other

countries have created medical gods, incapable of curing diseases. The support in the pharmaceutical ma8a and the corruption

of the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The foundation on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of

boosting the immune system with the support of traditional medicines. As Einstein has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the

worst enemy of truth." physicians should be required to spend one year of their 8ve-year training learning about nutrition, and

alternative therapies. "

It was Rockefeller who fought Natural Medicine, seizing the opportunity to expand his oil business, in8ltrating American

medicine with highly addictive formulations of coal tar drugs. Rockefeller bought a German pharmaceutical company that made

chemical weapons for Adolf Hitler, and quickly put it to use, in8ltrating US drug supplies.With an assembly line of unhealthy

immunosuppressive drugs that contribute to infectious disease complications, chronic diseases and cancers that are occurring

at a rapid rate today. The pharmaceutical industry now spends billions of dollars a year to in^uence law, policy, and public

perception, perpetuating the John D. Rockefeller way. Covid-19 cannot be completely solved with this system, nor can any

infectious disease be erased because the origins of this system are the root of the problem.

www.brighteon.com/b363d052-db0a-441c-85c0-419aff1512fa
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Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nurturing your own system… not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human

societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans weren't internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune

system ... than the laboratory-produced, highly infectious coronavirus / with a much greater gain of function that is actually a

weapon Biological, it has already infected most societies and produced herd immunity with the accompanying antibodies, which

diminishes the value of vaccination, and is unnecessarily exposed to the troublesome side effects of vaccines. We are in the

enhancement of diseases and in short the reduction of life expectancy. Now with Covid-19 we need to accompany natural

immunity with drugs such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, which can save lives when people have a weakened immune

system and risks from previous pathologies. This will avoid biological weapons falsely called vaccines.

There are many references by Dr. Mercola on the egcacy of la ivermectin.  An article published in the journal Future Virology

explains that ivermectin contains binding egcacy against key proteins in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2. Ivermectin could be

the remedy that ends the plandemic, if only people were allowed access to it. Conclusions:  - The present in silico study presents

the therapeutic egcacy of ivermectin against SARS-CoV-2 in comparison to two recently used anti SARS-CoV-2 drugs, namely

remdesivir and hydroxychloroquine.  - The pharmacokinetic attributes of ivermectin were compared with other two

anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs and ivermectin was found to be a safe drug.  - Ivermectin was found to be an egcient inhibitor of Mpro,

replicase and hTMPRSS2 and the study manifests a superior ground for the candidature of ivermectin to be an egcient

anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapeutic option. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7996102  .
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Nicely stated, Tracy! There's "REMISSION" too, for chronic illnesses. I have discovered cures. We latch on to the illnesses and

assume the labels. How many times was I told I would never be cured, I had to accept the disease and take the meds. I threw

them all in the garbage in September 2012 and never looked back. xooxoxo
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Remember back in December 2020 & March of 2021 when our front line doctors were begging for govt. funding for more studies

on Ivermectin and early treatment!  Lives could have been saved if they were not blocked to treat patients. Now they call it "horse

dewormer". Videos from Dr. Peter Mucullough and Dr. Pierre Kory at Senate from 10 months ago: https://youtu.be/QAHi3lX3oGM

 ~ https://youtu.be/k8RyV3VEDKI
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I just wanted to share this: AMA releases document teaching doctors how to deceive patients with disinformation that may KILL

them. AMA COVID-19 GUIDE. Background/messaging on vaccines, vaccine clinical trials & combatting vaccine misinformation.

The American Medical Association — which is now engaged in training its members to lie to patients as they murder them — has

released an eyebrow-raising document that claims, “rampant disinformation” is, “eroding public con8dence in science and

undermining trust in physicians and medical institutions.” And to reacquire that lost trust, the AMA proceeds to teach doctors

how to lie to the world about covid.

On page 9 of the document, doctors are told to replace the phrase “hospitalization rates” with the claim that all hospitalized

patients are “deaths,” thereby wildly exaggerating covid deaths in order to achieve mass hysteria. Make no mistake: This is the

AMA directly instructing doctors to lie about covid deaths. This is straight up medical fraud. Similarly, doctors are also told to

replace the word, “lockdown” with “stay-at-home order,” because that somehow sounds less totalitarian. In the same document,

on page 8, doctors are instructed on how to block, de^ect and redirect questions to cover up the truth about vaccine injuries and

deaths. They are speci8cally instructed to change the subject and reject questions from reporters or patients, while pushing

AMA-approved “ogcial” propaganda by claiming it’s all based on “facts,” not “science” or “medicine.”

Source: Conservative Firing Line - quoted from "AMA Releases Stunning Doc Teaching Doctors to LIE..."

Btw, has anyone heard of FENBENDAZOLE? Joe Tippins said that this canine dewormer cured his cancer. Has anyone heard of

his story? Pls let me know bec my aunt has breast cancer so I want to know if this can help her. I couldn't 8nd it at Petsmart or

Walmart. I 8nally found it at Tractor Supply. Safe-Guard brand only. Can't 8nd Panacur.
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You are sdo right and also the cure for most illnesses is time. They resolve themselves on their own.
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Very well said, Tracy! I don't know why this point has escaped the notice of regular folks outside the sphere of the medical

system. We can do better than this. We can be cured, and become healthy again.
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versatile. Just as every medicine available for hypertension does not "cure" your high BP they just treat the symptoms. Maybe at

best the meds keep it in "remission". Wouldn't it be nice if the doctor can give someone a med for hypertension and 2 weeks later

it is gone for good. Diet and exercise avoiding excess sodium works well and making sure your nutrient status is optimum.  No

cure but a customer for life to Big Pharma.
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ElizabethHope…do you have the source material, or a link to it?  I would love to read it in context.
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Just follow the money! There’s no money in the word “cure”. Then there's this novel idea of prevention: "An ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure". When was the last time your doctor recommended that you get your FASTING INSULIN tested? I bet

never! They would rather suggest for you to get your fasting glucose level checked. By the time your fasting glucose exceeds the

maximum normal it is TOO LATE! Had your doctor checked your fasting insulin levels he/she would have PREVENTED your

elevated glucose levels 15 to 30 years in advance! The reason they don't do this is because they know that most people will need

Blood Pressure, Blood Thinning, and Cholesterol meds long before you need insulin. By duping you into a carbohydrate-based

diet, demonizing fat, demonizing red meat, and promoting carbohydrates they set you up for metabolic disorders and then tell

you, “Versatile, you will have to take these meds for the rest of your life”! Just walk away from the medical system!
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think a great many are following censored doctors and listening to what they say about the cures.  I printed this out -

mercola.8leburst.com/PDF/ExpertInterviewTranscripts/DrMercola-JudyMik..  because the wealth of knowledge contained in it is

mind blowing ... understanding this at its root is insanely valuable.  Also looking at the rate of covid in Africa and the use of

ivermectin.

They are saying there's a shortage because of US, of course, we have such a high death rate (thanks Fauci and Remdesivir,

another fail, but let's keep using it!) ...  to understand what Mikovits was saying in the above link - you'll see how critical it is to

get those infections under control.  I don't know - I could have walls covered with this so my head can wrap around it better.  I

keep boiling things down, because it's so much, and then when someone says, "why do you think that?" I only know my brain

wrapped around it and came up with a conclusion.  I need more storage space up there!
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r]agg249
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The medical community doesn't want cures, they want treatments. It's far more lucrative to treat you for life than to cure you now.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love your comment: "But health is slow and steady, honest and true." Almost everyone I know wants a quick 8x without working

at and maintaining their health.  Give me a pill, a treatment, anything, but don't tell me to walk, to change my diet, change my

outlook...
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Versatile, the answers to your questions... "Why don't we have a theory of cure? Why don't we practice curing?" are obvious and

known to the vast majority of the readers of these comments.
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StoptheMandate
Joined On 9/13/2021 9:54:57 AM
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NaplesDan I found the AMA document: www.ama-assn.org/system/8les/2021-02/covid-19-vaccine-guide-english.p..
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Astute point versatile.  What we have now is techmed, a medical system solely focused on treating SYMPTOMS with highly

pro8table technology.  As long as they can keep the focus on treating symptoms and away from the idea of curing underlying

conditions, then they win, big time, as they're doing right now.  Eisenhower foretold of this all the way back in 1961.

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-transhumanist-agenda-the-rise
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If anyone here has actually been able to 8nd the real FDA 29 page Product Package Insert for these abominations they are calling

vaccines please note this: IT IS MANDATORY THAT ALL ADVERSE EVENTS BE REPORTED TO VAERS BY ADMINISTERING

PARTIES!  Shove that under the doctor's noses folk and tell them you will sue if they do not report. Not giving full disclosure of

risk is also illegal and fodder for lawsuits. Also make sure to read ALL the disclaimers that clearly state this is

EXPERIMENTAL,DOES NOT PREVENT INFECTION OR TRANSMISSION and MAY MAKE SYMPTOMS MILDER. Like all other

vaccines it HAS NOT been tested for damage to the fetus, causing infertility, damage to DNA, causing cancer or safety when

administering in combo with other drugs. There are over 20 SERIOUS possible side effects including DEATH and now our

president wants to mandate this?

The BS that the bought off media is spewing about "anybody can report unproven side effects to VAERS so not legit"  is false.

Even if your doctor won't report & you do it there must be medical records to back it up and it takes average medical pro 30

minutes to 8ll out report. Has anybody heard any update on the whistleblower lawsuit  where the CDC worker caught them under

reporting deaths?
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Darzoum
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Instead of calling it a "booster shot," they should call it a "because-the-previous-shots-didn't-work shot."
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Tracy, thanks for pointing out our current medical systems have no theory of cure for viral disease. And your remark that "Over

200 million patients are documented as 'RECOVERED' from COVID, because we can't say CURE".  It is amazing at the amount of

medical disinformation and misinformation that still exists in the world today.  Propaganda using subliminal messaging that

enters the mind without conscious awareness is rampant and has been for decades.
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No sooner than had the government "invented" the Food and Drug Admin, than the FDA banned the word "cure" for all medical

practices. That was just great for pharma for they could "treat" us for the rest of our lives, getting 8lthy rich from treatments,

many of which have had lethal results. Then there have been other expensive treatments to treat the effects of the drug treating

the disease! Pharma has become so rich and powerful to make one now wonder if the tail (pharma) is wagging the dog (FDA)

(AMA). Imagine that the in-home COVID protocols could CURE not just the Wuhan virus, but many others from the common cold

to in^uenza? For such to become widely known, it would decimate the pharmaceutical industry. Gee, what are they afraid of?
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caws, Reiner Fuellmich said in a recent interview he had w 3 New Zealanders, that the Thomas Renz Federal case including the

45k deaths instead of the 11k deaths being reported, has been kicked out by the US Dept. of Justice. He shrugged and said it

appears the US DOJ simply want to continue with these shots...however, by 8ling suit, the information is getting out, and it may

be one of the few ways to get salient information out without ensuing media nonsense to the contrary. Do you have any doubt

that the Corporate attorney's working at the DOJ and in the Supreme Court have not corrupted all our legal systems? This refusal

to hear the case about nails that concept to the wall for all to notice.
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If they admit there is a cure they could not have approved the gene therapy shots. That is why they freaked out about Trump

announcing HCQ works. They care about nothing but getting an adult "vaccine" scheduled mandated. They are playing their

cards right. This has nothing to do with any pandemic. It is a pandemic of evil that want to kill and make money.
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There is no aim to "cure" because Big Pharma and the medical system need sick people. They don't want people to be cured. We

don't have "healthcare" in which the intent is to keep you healthy and prevent sickness. We have a disease management system

in which the goal is not to cure.
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I'd like to thank everyone who responded with support for the concept of cure. It will take me some time to go through all the

 additional links. Many have pointed out that this is obvious - and it is, but it is not trivial. Because we don't study cure seriously,

we have little idea how other cures, like hydroxychloroquine and Quercetin, and EGCg compete against invermectin. Because we

don't study cure, we don't have more than a basic, but unscienti8c understanding of the role of Vitamin D, Zinc, Vitamin C, even

water and other nutrients in providing better cures.

Because we don't study cure, we don't separate cures of SARS-CoV-2 infections from cures of ARDS, cytokine storms,

COVID-pneumonia, non-COVID pneumonia that gains entry because of COVID, or COVID-PTSD caused by aggressive physical

treatments that should be unnecessary in most cases. Because we don't study cure, we don't study cures of "loss of smell" or

other damage caused by SARS-CoV-2. These concepts become clear when we study the Theory of Cure. Unfortunately, modern

medicine does not have a theory, and does not practice curing any diseases except for a few infections. COVID-19 is a disease

concept, consisting of many elements of illness, each with individual present causes.

The cure is to address the present cause of each illness element. COVID-19 has needs many cures, and many cures are possible

for each of the elements: the infection, the cytokine storm, the ARDS, the COVID-pneumonia, the COVID-PTSD, the COVID loss of

smell, and long-COVID. Each element has many possible cures. We study cure, not just to 8nd cures for each element, but to 8nd

better cures. Yes, it's obvious that we don't study cure. The study of cure will begin as a small step, but it can grow a cure for the

illnesses that are currently infecting our medical systems - driven by pro8t not by health. As we study cure, we will move closer to

studying health instead of studying only treatments for diseases. to your health, tracy
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And yet "modern medicine" calls surgical excision of a cancerous organ a "cure."  No, a real cure is something that restores

normal function and possibly normal structure to that organ.
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Excellent article Dr. Mercola.  Another reason why they want to demonize this effective drug as a "De-wormer" is due to

FENBENDAZOLE, which has CURED numerous Terminally ill Stage IV CANCER patients.  Research Joe Tippens for anyone who isn't

aware of this SUPPRESSED Cancer Cure. Chlorine Dioxide (another SUPPRESSED Cancer Cure & Autism Cure & etc Cure) also inhibits

the binding of the spike protein and ACE2 Receptors and is being used by 1,000's of doctors currently in 3rd World Countries with

phenomenal success...Bolivia's own govt. recommends CLO2 as a SOC treatment for Sars-Cov2 & Covid infections.  

Here's a semi-recent paper on CLO2 out of Japan for those interested & a link to an interview with Mr. Tippens.  Peace All. Inhibition of

the Binding of Variants of SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus Spike Protein to a Human Receptor by Chlorine Dioxide

www.remedypublications.com/open-access/inhibition-of-the-binding-of-va..  How Joe Tippens Beat Terminal Cancer with $7 Dog

Medicine Part 1 - Interviewed by James Templeton www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCOODjrJhRQ&list=PLejXj_8qB3HM6NYYXpq6GjQ_..
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Thanks cow79564.

IVERMECTIN AS AN INHIBITOR OF CANCER STEM‑LIKE CELLS

Results from the present study demonstrated that ivermectin preferentially targeted the stem cell population in MDA-MB-231

human breast cancer cells. Ivermectin has been demonstrated to be safe, following treatment of millions of patients with

onchocerciasis and other parasitic diseases, which makes it a strong candidate for further studies investigating its potential use

as a repurposed drug for cancer therapy.

www.spandidos-publications.com/.../mmr.2017.8231  (2018)

Japanese researchers have con8rmed that chlorine dioxide, also known as Miracle Mineral Solution or MMS, is a safe and

effective remedy for Covid-19. An article published in the Annals of Pharmacology and Pharmaceutics explains how MMS blocks

the spike proteins associated with SARS-CoV-2 that are said to bind to human receptors such as angiotensin converting enzyme

2 (ACE2), allowing let the disease form. "Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) is a powerful disinfectant that is known to inactivate viruses and

bacteria," reveals the study summary.

"The powerful disinfecting action of CD (chlorine dioxide) against microbes is due to its strong oxidative activity against

proteins," explains the study. "In addition, the safe and permissible concentrations of CD are well documented."

www.remedypublications.com/open-access/inhibition-of-the-binding-of-va..  Dr. Manuel Aparicio told The New American in an

interview this summer all about chlorine dioxide and its potential use as a treatment for the Chinese virus. During the early days

of the plandemic, the Sacramento Regional Transit District was using chlorine dioxide to clean its buses, further demonstrating

its external use as a weapon against the Wuhan ^u. thenewamerican.com/chlorine-dioxide-to-treat-covid-yes-says-dr-manuel-..
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cow: A cardio-thoracic surgeon in Ecuador in the hospital with Covid and a O2 blood saturation level of 75% knowing he was

going to die called Andreas Kalcker and asked if he had a ClO2 protocol for Covid. Andreas sent him the protocol which was

administered by his son also an MD. He rapidly recovered and was quickly out of the hospital. He retired from his position as

Surgeon General of the military.

andreaskalcker.com/en/coronavirus/estudio-clinico-con-dioxido-de-cloro..

The surgeon had been using ClO2 to treat his wife with long term rheumatoid arthritis so he had some experience with the

chemical. Kalcker has written a book, "Forbidden Health" detailing his experiences as a biophysicist researching the chemical. He

learned of its therapeutic use from Jim Humble who accidentally found it effective against malaria. It actually cures malaria in

one or two days. In his book he describes a trial in Uganda sponsored by International Red Cross and local agliates. 154 people

proven to carry the malaria parasite had the parasite removed from their blood in one or two days. There are protocols in the

book on many diseases. I think that it could be used to prevent those small capillary clots caused by the spike proteins lodged in

capillary walls as a result of the jab. In the US the book is available from New Jersey Clean Hands https://cleanhandsnj.com

This begs the questions of how Trump knew about it and why was it not used as a prophylaxis or promoted as a treatment.

Katherine Austin Fitts from the Solari Report thinks the billionaire class or "Mr Global" as she calls them wants to live to 150

while the rest of us subhumans die early and are long time sick and willing to work in slave like conditions. As she says the most

pro8table form of capitalism ever is slavery.

My farmer landlord in Ecuador used ClO2 to cure mastitis in a cow with one infusion to the teat. Curing mastitis is digcult in

cows and humans.
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Axkershaw - wow, I found this article on it: alivenhealthy.com/2021/04/20/what-is-chlorine-dioxide-bleach-or-medici..  very

interesting reading!  Which vid with CAF did you see Cl02 discussed? tx
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Just a side note on Ivermectin. While it has many redeeming qualities; it does not kill  ^ukes. Possibly the adults; but NOT the

eggs. USA and Canada are the only two countries not allowed to have TRImectrin which does kill these buggers and it is

devastating our livestock industry. Liver & pancreatic ^ukes were also found by Hulda Clark in virtually every cancer patient she

treated. Flukes  are carried by snails that live in grass around water holes and in jungles & forests. You can have them for a long

time and never know it.

NO USA LAB WILL FIND THEM IN YOUR SAMPLE because they do not test human samples for "any animal parasites" including

ascarids, hookworms, blood worms, roundworms etc; despite the fact that we are intermediate hosts. The only way to know for

sure is live cell analysis [blood,spit,urine] or if you have a friend who is a veterinarian with microscope , or go to third world

country for testing. FYI you probably will not be skinny either as Americans have unlimited access to carbs; but you may have a

belly full.  Trimectrin can only be obtained online. I got mine from a Dr. in Thailand and boy did it work; but very expensive. [$250].

Got ^ukes in El Yunque rainforest in Puerto Rico from the beautiful golden snails. Don't touch them or swim in the waterfall as I

did.
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PROGRESS IN UNDERSTANDING THE MOLECULAR MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE ANTITUMOUR EFFECTS OF IVERMECTIN.

Many studies have shown that ivermectin exerts antitumor effects and therefore could bene8t cancer patients after sugcient

clinical trials. and inducer of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress. Ivermectin has this potential as it modulates

various targets such as the multidrug resistance protein, the Akt / mTOR and WNT-TCF pathways, purinergic receptors, the PAK-1

protein, certain cancer-related epigenetic dysregulators such as SIN3A and SIN3B, activate RNA helicase, while stimulating

chloride channel receptors that lead to cell hyperpolarization and down-regulate maternal genes to preferentially target the

cancer stem cell population, at least in breast cancer. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5835698  (2018) ~

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6982461  (2020)

ANTI-PARASITE DRUG IVERMECTIN CAN SUPPRESS OVARIAN CANCER BY REGULATING LNCRNA-EIF4A3-MRNA AXES.

Those 8ndings provided the potential targeted lncRNA-EIF4A3-mRNA pathways of ivermectin in OC, and constructed the

effective prognostic model, which bene8ts discovery of novel mechanism of ivermectin to suppress ovarian cancer cells, and the

ivermectin-related molecule-panel changes bene8t for its personalized drug therapy and prognostic assessment towards its

predictive, preventive, and personalized medicine (PPPM) in OCs. link.springer.com/.../s13167-020-00209-y.pdf   (2020)
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IVERMECTIN CONVERTS COLD TUMORS HOT AND SYNERGIZES WITH IMMUNE CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE FOR TREATMENT OF

BREAST CANCER. Ivermectin induces the death of immunogenic cancer cells (ICD) and a strong in8ltration of T cells in breast

tumors. As an allosteric modulator of the ATP / P2X4 / P2X7 axis operating in both cancer and immune cells, ivermectin also

selectively targets immunosuppressive populations, including myeloid cells and Tregs, resulting in an improved Teff / Tregs

ratio. turning cold tumors into hot ones, thus representing a rational mechanistic partner with checkpoint blocking.

www.nature.com/.../s41523-021-00229-5  (2021)

IVERMECTIN: POTENTIAL REPURPOSING OF A VERSATILE ANTIPARASITIC AS A NOVEL ANTICANCER. Ivermectin has shown

antitumor effects in different types of cancers. Among the reported mechanisms of action, ivermectin interacts with and affects

the function of mitochondrial complex I, multidrug resistance protein (MDR), RNA helicases, the WNT-TCF pathway, the chloride

channel receptor, the cell immunogenic death through ATP- and HMGB1, PAK-1, epigenetic signature and stem cell self-renewal.

Preclinical tests have shown inhibition of cell growth, induction of apoptosis in different cancer cell lines, and antitumor effects.

Antitumor effects are observed at a mean concentration of 5 μM (0.01-100 μM), which is clinically achievable based on the

human pharmacokinetic data shown in Table 1. A review of laboratory results for ivermectin in various cancer cell lines is

presented. www.intechopen.com/.../78376  (2021)
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Gui, wow!  Looking at Ivermectin in a whole new light right now!!!!  Not to mention Cl02!!!!   I feel like you all are stumbling onto a

whole plethora of disease 8ghting agents - WOW!
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evil in one word- monopoly.  monopoly comes from force, or threat of force- from government. the public has drank the kool-aid

for a lifetime- the kool-aid about glorious government regulation. . . but I notice as regulation increased things got worse, not

better. the answer is get govt out of the economy, out of private lives.  govt has nationalized indirectly through regulation. Why

don't we have the equivalent of a bill of rights for commerce?  One famous jurist said "the power to regulate commerce is

unlimited". What do you call a government that has unlimited power?  Oh it doesn't matter, these regs are to protect the entire

society. . .heh hee heh.. I advocated laissez-faire 50 years ago, and I still do.  Governments are established for utterly sel8sh

reasons- economic exploitation. See Our Enemy the State by Alfred J Nock
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Dear MSNBC, Racheal Madow, Newsweek, The Guardian, CNN and the rest of the “Mockingbird media,” thank you; please keep lying in

ever more outrageous ways. Your success at fooling so many people for so long has no doubt emboldened you to think you can now

just say whatever you like and get away with it.  And, admittedly, the “limited hangout” and “false ^ag” stuff has worked quite well to

place a lot of people around the world into a strange trance… literally hypnotized through fear and lies.  

The modern world seems to be quite good a producing amorphous, unaccountable anxieties in people anyways.  The entire “pandemic”

narrative has given many of them something with which to explain their anxieties and thus begin to make sense of the world.  Even if

the explanations are lies, that’s got to be better than no explanation at all, so they cling to those lies like a life-raft.  It then becomes

easier to simply blame a virus, or the unvaccinated; and anyone who attempts to take that explanation away from them, those who try to

dispel their condition with the actual facts of science, must be demonized.

So as long as facts and science are not going to work to break the spell, let’s go in the other direction, evermore outrageous lies, real

whoppers!  C’mon now, you can do better than horse de-wormer!  How about pointing out that animals also drink water and breath air?

 How good could that be for us if animals also do it?  Is it really a good idea to eat that same sorts of foods as cows, monkeys or dogs…

you know, plants, fruits or meats?  Or use the same sunlight to see?  Isn’t there a special human sunlight we can use just for ourselves?

 Just keep getting more openly outrageous with your already blatant tactics.  It’s a long shot, but hopefully the cognitive dissonance of

delivering such glaring idiocies in that smug, know-it-all tone you all have will 8nally be the thing to snap everyone out of their trance

and 8nally wake up.
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Yes, David, the digital control of information is another step in the domain of minds that do not seek the truth in the independent

media. Centralization and control of digital data is the path of mastery of the media owned by bankers, large corporations, and

philanthropic organizations like Bill and Melinda Gates. Receiving donations from major foundations such as Rockefeller, Ford

and MacArthur is compromising informational truth because they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that

challenge the forces of globalization.

The fact checks will come from a variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated Press, and the

Washington Post, which will evidently be rigged. It is also part of the domain of undercover government agencies, seeking to

deceive and propagandize their agendas.

Backed by the media are Rockefeller current scientists and universities who support the dominant paradigms of allopathic

medicine that are built by domain-based elites who only seek their bene8t. It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families

who run Davos and the new world order, through control of the world's 8nancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and

companies. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have

constituted the ideal scenario to deliver the 8nal coup de grace to the world economy. As illnesses and deaths continue to grow

and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving people

will continue to 8ght in the trenches defending freedom
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This is also the case in India, the Indian Bar Association (IBA) lawsuit against World Health Organization (WHO) Indian chief

scientist Soumya Swaminathan continues to advance, charging her with murder and other crimes that could result in life

imprisonment or even death. americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/who-scientist-may-face-deat..  All of Dr. Mercola's

references to vermectin show that real science supports the use of ivermectin. However Big Pharma and the CDC and FDA, who

obey the voice of their masters, big capital. they want to make way for other more expensive patented drugs. The problem with

ivermectin is that it is off-patent, inexpensive to produce, and readily available, or at least it would be readily available if its

powers stopped interfering with your prescription.

But the story does not end with these drugs, the ultimate goal is injection, biological weapons made up of fake vaccines. We are

facing a pandemic of false information that faithfully follow a program that is established in event 201 and continues in the

Davos meetings. Now the globalist elites are restless and as Almond commented yesterday with a link, the UN Secretary General,

Antonio Guterres, called for an immediate global vaccination plan implemented by an emergency task force, saying that "invest $

50 billion in Vaccines. They say it is to save the world from the crisis. The report proposes that a World Summit of the future be

held in 2023 that would not only consider all these issues, but would go beyond traditional security threats "to strengthen the

global governance of digital technology . They do not know how to "sell" vaccines and they continue with a weapon against the

mind, the lie, as a prologue to the genocide.
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Overt lying by people, organizations, and government agencies is a hallmark of the truly desperate attempts to get everybody

inoculated and, hopefully, dead. Listening to the various mouthpieces typi8es this down and dirty mendacity that has dazzled

huge numbers of naive Americans. AMA corruption and lies are no surprise to me, I've heard this for years. The American public

is going to have to demonstrate in town squares. It would not surprise me if actual, in the ^esh, murder becomes the order of the

day for these desperadoes. Connecticut's governor and health commissioner have gone underground, they know WE know.

Newspapers are worthless, TV shows are merely magpies repeating institutional lies. Incidentally, try to catch Stew Peters'

interview with Dr Robert Young. I never heard of this guy before, but he's well worth the time.
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Look at these bafoons of late night like Stephen Colbert mocking Ivermectin & Anti-Vaxxers: youtu.be/2SXB3eJS5EY
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Reply to @Darzoum, I am amused that among the villains you mentioned above is the Guardian (otherwise known as the

Grauniad for its proofreaders' lack of proofreading). The Grauniad was once esteemed, but alas, no more. I was an avid reader,

but no longer. Stopped reading it many years now; and I'm feeling much better, thank you. I hear there's a man always at their

Gates, with money. And their accountants are always looking out of their Windows, for his arrival. As an antidote to this once

great rag I would recommend the Off-Guardian at its .org portal. It is home for a bunch of refugees from the original. It carries a

refreshing load from the other side of the observation tower on most things that matter. It isn't perfect, but it'll see you through

these troubled times and perhaps reassure. And do make a donation while you're there, however small.
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Darzoum, you are correct, but there's one major problem. Joe Biden actually believes the crap being spewed from the mouths of

Rachel Madow!!  Joe Biden is the 3 year old that was told Santa Claus is real and he believes it!
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Hi all, One of the tidbits I picked up from the recent Vaccn Secrets online, bingewatched a few sessions over weekend...several

interviewees mentioned that according to history, no pandemic ever lasted more than 3 or 4 months, ever, throughout recorded

history. So what the heck we have going on IS A JOKE, being planned and executed by the President's pandemic advisor, Dr. Fauci

et al.
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You wrote :delivering such glaring idiocies in that smug, know-it-all tone you all have. That alone makes my skin crawl...ugh. Our

Canadian Liberals in Parliament speak like that all of the time.
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My partner just had Covid. I treated him with Ivermectin. We already take Vit B C and D,plus zinc,quercitin and NAC. I doubled up his C
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and NAC and he was perfectly 8ne. He has had worse bouts of ^u. Ivermectin works and this whole scam is a CRIMINAL threat against

humanity. Follow the money honey.......
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have had 6 of our family members contract COVID, 5 within our own household, since December of 2019. They were between

the ages of 8 and 40. All, recovered within 2 days to 3 weeks with no after effects. We also treated them with

homeopathic/holistic means, herbs, EO's, along with added vitamin C, D/K and Magnesium.
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Lovemycows
Joined On 9/13/2021 11:59:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is my story as well.   It seems that their bogus ranking of symptoms is deadly as well.  Most people don't know that their o2

has dropped into dangerous levels until their lips are blue.  They just feel tired.  At this point, when looking at the lists of

symptoms, they still think they are only moderately ill.   My friend told me to get an oximeter which was 69 dollars.  It said my o2

was 91% but I just felt tired.  According to govt site, I only had mild China ^u.  Got on thr IVM right away.
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gammy678
Joined On 7/6/2021 1:00:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

8onafusionmodels: What is NAC? I'm on all the other ones but that one, Where can you 8nd a Dr. that will prescribe Ivermtn?
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meyer.home
Joined On 4/5/2011 9:07:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did anyone notice that this is a rural community hit piece?  First, they portray rural folk as having no brains and taking the high dosage

of 'horse paste'.  Rural folk aren't dumb and they treat animals on a regular basis with many medications/supplements unlike city folks.

 Then they portray the rural community as one having long lines of 'gunshot' victims... like all the rural folks 'do' is sit around and 'shoot'

each other...  It's not Chicago.  Rural areas don't line up gun shot victims.  Such made up garbage to put down rural folk.  Ticks me off...
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...like all the rural folks 'do' is sit around and 'shoot' each other..."  Ha, ha, this is priceless :) I needed a good laugh today
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep! I thought exactly the same thing! When this story 8rst broke about people OD'ing on Ivermectin I said BULL$HIT! Just more

Fake News! Had they left the "gunshot victims" out of the story it might have been a little more convincing.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The radical left news is too stupid to tell a convincing lie. You can see right through most of the BS they spew.
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Lovemycows
Joined On 9/13/2021 11:59:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The horse paste has to be carefully administered to the beast on a per pound basis.  The injectable cattle ivermectin is pure

ivermectin that can be given orally to horses, sheep, goats, and people with zero ill effects.  It is also easily administered on a per

pound basis.  I ml per 100 pounds.  So easy.  And thankfully, it works super well against covid.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our own government is betraying our EXCEPTIONAL Nation and all people with coercion to get scientist and experts on their payroll or

the pay of coerced companies to lie for their nefarious purposes.  They have done this so much that I automatically tend to suspect the

opposite of everything they say is the truth.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard the "horse wormer overdose" story on the radio just last night.   ANY uncomfortable truth that sneaks out is quickly met with

denial, spin and misdirection.  From JFK to Linus Pauling to Ok City to 9/11 to off-standard Covid treatments to Jan 6; suppression of

truth is quickly met with a bullshit story to counter.  The narrative is protected, history rewritten and an arti8cial reality is pounded into

our heads.  This is the function of our media outlets that pile big lies upon huge lies and unfortunately command the attention of the

befuddled masses.  Why I say media is the head of the snake which must be removed!
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is predictible how Ivermectin is being demonized, however linking it to horses will be their downfall, too late to use the same game

they tried with HCQ.  Whole countries are using Ivermectin for treatment & a prophylactic for health care workers: Collection of studies:

India, Mexico City, Israel, UK, Madagascar www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8101859  ~

www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indias-ivermectin-blackout/..  ~

www.jpost.com/health-science/israeli-scientist-says-covid-19-could-be-..  ~ freerepublic.com/.../posts  ~

trialsitenews.com/american-journal-of-therapeutics-accepts-^ccc-meta-..  ~

timeso8ndia.indiatimes.com/city/bhubaneswar/ivermectin-can-prevent-sp..  ~ https://www.e-bmc.co.uk/  ~

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7698683  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7539925/?fbclid=IwAR0EAe5_j3ABELe..  ~

www.spentamexico.org/.../A0.15%282%291-18en.pdf
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then you have the 2005 NIH study that suggested:  "Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and

spread"....... If it works for Sars-Cov-1 (SARS) it will  work for Sars-Cov-2 (Covid-19).  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318  Then

you have another NIH study that suggest a 5 day treatment with Ivermectin is safe and effective at treating Covid-19:

 pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625   This is their exact wording: "A 5-day course of ivermectin was found to be safe and

effective in treating adult patients with mild COVID-19."

They then stated more testing must be done. There have been many attempts to do trial studies to back up this original study but

there is one HUGE obstacle they can't overcome! They can't can't 8nd SICK/INFECTED volunteers for the studies. A prerequisite

you must meet to qualify for one of these trial studies is that you test positive and actually have Covid-19. When the FDA grants

someone the authority to conduct a trial study they have a certain window of time to get it done. Most of the trial studies came

and went without a single volunteer because NO ONE that volunteered actually had Covid-19! You can't make this up! The ones

that did show up sick actually had the ^u. In other words, there is no Covid-19 pandemic!
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim…can you point me to some resource material on the inability to obtain participants for the studies?
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jamnjim,  Cloroquine is also effective for Cryptococcus Neoformans [ peer reviewed science going back to 1997] and my live cell

analysis PhD , who has done this for 18 years with 20K microscope,and has never seen it in anyone without HIV ; is now seeing it

in everyone! Some are vaccinated, some not, some have had Covid ,some not. The only thing we all had in common was being

forced to take the PCR test ! Since the FDA has just recalled 264 brands of PCR tests for contamination [ my guess is fungal] it

seems there is more to worry about than a false positive. BTW if you want to make sure you pass do the hydrogen peroxide in a

nebulizer  beforehand.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Caws, thanks! I'll remember that the next time I go get tested. That might explain the mandate to get tested every week if you are

not vaccinated??? If the vaccine and/or the virus doesn't make you sick the PCR test will!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NaplesDan, just go to https://clinicaltrials.gov/  In their search engine for disease illness enter Covid-19. Beneath that there's

another search box for "other criteria". Put Ivermectin in that and hit return. It will pull up all the clinical trials. I found it amazing

that many of the trials expired without ever having a single Covid-19 patient to test. The #1 prerequisite is that you must be sick

with Covid-19.
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gemma123
Joined On 5/25/2012 10:59:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am an RN and have worked at my local hospital for over 27 years. I CONFIRM and VALIDATE EVERY word the whistleblower nurse said

in the Stew Peters interview.  I have a ton of stories myself, but it would take pages to describe them all. Currently there is a group of us

nurses, PTs , OTs, and techs (sadly no doctors)that are aware of what's going on and we have drafted a letter to administration

regarding the imposed weekly covid testing starting in October (we will not comply).  We have also told them what we have seen in

terms of vaccine injuries but it is completely ignored.  The physicians act like Nazi doctors, threatening patients they will not get

prescriptions 8lled at discharge unless they submit to the shot. I'll most likely lose my job here in a few weeks but that's ok, I can't

participate any longer in the crimes against humanity that I witness everyday.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate your strength in the face of adversity, you are not alone.  It is my sincere belief that the path of goodness you have

chosen will end beautifully for you, even with the temporary hardship it may bring.  Everyday citizens of the world will rise up and

I have faith they will protect those who made sacri8ces and lost livlihoods.  Those are small words of comforts in these times,

but please know, if I lose my job, I would rather live in a tent & 8ght against this tyranny then let this evil reign or inject me & my

child with this cocktail of evil intent. I stand with you and so do 80 million Americans....you are doing the right thing----love &

light.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless You!
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your courage, gemma.  My husband and kids are in the same boat.  I just retired with way less pay because of this

medical tyranny. Nurses and healthcare workers such as yourself shine a light and give us hope and strength too.  And will not be

forgotten as someone else so eloquently just said.
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has come to the point that 'IF I HEARD IT ON THE NEWS..., I believe and do the opposite. This fake news will come back to bite them

someday. I visit the hospitals routinely for work. I have heard many times about our hospital being overrun with covid-19 cases and

have asked personnel about this and one even said that you could roll a bowling ball down the isles and not hit a patient in the ER.

People are actually avoiding the hospitals these days. Duh.
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree... whatever they say, do the opposite.  That’s what I do. I’m to the point where I believe nothing any of them tell us ... about

anything. It’s either a lie, or manipulated data or half truths to sway you. My family used to laugh at an in- law who seemed to be

this way.  Seems He was smarter than them.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha!  True story!
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this climate of intimidation, I am reluctant to add to the fray, but if you want some deeper understanding into why Ivermectin will

NEVER be allowed to be used in the countries where so much of the nation's wealth depends upon the nation's ill-health, you'll want to

read this.  It left me gob-smacked by the implications and yet harboring a grain of hopefulness.   Here's the doi link:

doi.org/.../j.phrs.2020.105207  Tang M, Hu X, Wang Y, Yao X, Zhang W, Yu C, Cheng F,Li J, Fang Q, Ivermectin, a potential anticancer

drug derived from an antiparasitic drug, Pharmacological Research (2020)    (published by Elsevier)
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u2girl
Joined On 9/24/2016 8:38:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, not only could widespread use of Ivermectin cure covid, it could also save lives from cancer! Oh no, they can't have that. Very

good article!
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since cancer is a result of LOW cellular oxygen ( caused by chemicals ,metals, radiation and toxins) then yes ,any substance that

either removes those risks or seeks to keep the cells processing oxygen ( as against sugars) ... is ????
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not the only reason!  At least 2 of Big Pharma ongoing development projects include now phase 2 or 3 trials on oral pills for

covid-19. Millions have been invested in these new drugs, and the costs of clinical trials? (Big bucks). These are roughly based

on a combination of HCQ and Ivermectin, so the cheap generics have no hope in the face of new competition, FDA approvals

(again, big bucks for the FDA) and the CDC's foundation...dreaming of safe and effective? It comes in the form of 30 to 60 year

old technology, none of their new patent medicine as usually way too strong, often ill-advised...you can 8nd more details in

business news on Marketwatch or Yahoo Finance.

As Tulio Simoncini in Italy found years ago now, cancer has an element related to candida, or a fungal overgrowth; for which he

was royally skewered, lost his medical license at least for a time. They thought he was crazy (sound familiar?). Here's a fairly

well-balanced article about baking soda: www.canceractive.com/.../Cancer-is-a-fungus-called-candida  (add'l - as with

discussion, this is not a blanket statement, does not include all cancers, not by a long shot.)
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a great & comprehensive link in India on Ivermectin, many links in the article and it interestingly compares the refusal to accept

Ivermectin similar to refusing to accept the earth is not the center of the universe in 17th century and trial of Galileo:

www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indias-ivermectin-blackout/..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also: IVERMECTIN OBLITERATES 97 PERCENT OF DELHI CASES. A 97% decline in Delhi cases with Ivermectin is decisive -

period. It represents the last word in an epic struggle to save lives and preserve human rights. This graph symbolizes the victory

of reason over corruption, good over evil, and right over wrong. It is as signi8cant as David’s victory over Goliath. It is an absolute

vindication of Ivermectin and early outpatient treatment. It is a clear refutation of the WHO, FDA, NIH, and CDC's policies of "wait

at home until you turn blue" before you get www.thedesertreview.com/news/national/ivermectin-obliterates-97-percen..  (Jun 1,

2021)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really, Rachael Madow? Does anyone believe what comes out of her mouth? Everything she says is a "hate crime"! Her and her

side-kick, Joy Reid, should be in incarcerated! If someone like Bret Baier, of Fox News, came on and spewed the lies and propaganda

Rachel and Joy spew on a daily basis he would be 8ned, jailed, and/or forced to resign. The only bigger liars, that call themselves news

anchors,  than Rachel and Joy are Chris Cuomo and Don Lemon. I get so sick of Fox News replaying what these 4 idiots say every day.

In fact, as soon as Fox News pops a pic of any of these 4 people I change the channel. If I wanted to hear what Rachel Maddow, Joy

Reid, Chris Cuomo, and Don Lemon have to say I would be watching MSNBC and CNN.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 6:34:44 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why waste time watching any of the prostituted news celebrities? It's all scripted.  Find a few experts who earn your trust &

check in with them, subscribe to newsletters etc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 6:44:22 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi JamNjim,

Cannot 8nd people from the EU today, this interview wins my prize for overreaction and the overall scam! Based in Switzerland,

all the world health organizations: WHO, GAVI, CEPI and more - Pharma headquarters like Roche, appear to have some kind of

voodoo control over the populace, as this cardiologist found out (the hard way). This is Willem Engel interviewing a Swiss

Cardiologist who we vaguely heard rumors about last year, early on, he was thrown into a psych ward (complete with a

straightjacket and padded cell!) for calling this a fake. The second half they get down to myocarditis and heart issues seen from

the illness and then using graphs coming out of Switzerland and Germany, showing a great, non-difference between 2020 and

2021. "Thomas Binder interviewed by Willem Engel" - www.bitchute.com/.../JBVan3126NjW  - need to listen closely as English is

not native language for either one...Dr. Binder smashes the illusion with just a few slides! Another great head-scratch interview!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 7:07:13 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is clear that the corporate media cannot be trusted to provide us with the truth about anything to do with covid, the pandemic,

and vaccines. At the peak of power presided over by The Vanguard Group and BlackRock, we have participating in the

"disinformation" to Project Syndicate, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Open Society Foundation (George Soros) and

the European Center for Journalism, as press agencies .

Conservative FOX News host Sean Hannity dedicated a recent segment of his show to begging people to get vaccinated against

COVID-19 despite having a guest who had a medical condition precipitated by a different vaccine.

"I believe in the science of vaccination," Hannity said during his show Monday night after criticizing a federal judge's decision to

allow a coronavirus vaccination mandate at Indiana University. "As we've said, please take COVID seriously," Hannity said. “And it

makes absolutely sense for many Americans to get vaccinated. I believe in science, I believe in the science of vaccination ”.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/sean-hannity-uses-his-fox-news-show-to-push-..

Hannity then had Olivia Sandor on his show. The recent high school graduate will no longer attend Brigham Young University in

Hawaii after the Mormon university denied her request for a medical exemption from its coronavirus vaccine mandate. Sandor

"suffers from Guillain-Barré syndrome, an autoimmune disease that affects the nervous system, which can be caused by

vaccination."

video.foxnews.com/.../6264374492001

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 7:48:05 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know!  Not to mention - my head is going to explode.  Can't watch that crap!  What is wrong with people?  Yuck!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 8:11:42 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, I’m disappointed in Fox continuing to push the mRNA gene therapies. Hannity really pushes the vaccines more than anyone

else on Fox. I quit watching him, for the most part.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 8:54:28 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Real, thanks for that link! I can't wait to watch it tonight!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 8:58:20 AM
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose…thanks for link to the Swiss/Dutch interview.  I had some digculty with the resolution of the graphs, but what really

struck was the ICU population graph.  It showed a mirror image trend between Covid cases and non-Covid cases.  So as the

Covid ICU cases rose, the non-Covid cases declined immediately and identically.  The only conclusion to be drawn was that

non-Covid cases were being erroneously counted as Covid. Incredible.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Naples, yes? Had a digcult time from the get-go, with discussion sending a fully-armed swat team into his ogce to determine

whether or not he was "looney" craziness. As Willem commented, usually the white coats are sent in in 8rst. Then the

straightjacket for a cardiologist? And then, turns out he was/is correct all along. Must have had superior training when in med

school.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Follow the money, jamNjim.  While some on Fox are against the vax, they show plenty of Pharma commercials with more side

effects than bene8ts inbetween shows.  I also heard that Gutfeld say he's not heard of one vaccine death.
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rupert Murdoch, owner of FOX and 100s of other news & movie outlets, also owns CSL vaccine company in Australia. He PAID

for H1N1 vaccine trials on pregnant women back in 2009. Never before had we ever given vaccines to pregnant women . Now

they are getting several. His son was also a CEO at Merck.    The only reason I think they have let Tucker Carlson continue is

because Murdoch either has a competing product in the works OR like most globalists he is playing both sides for the viewers

and the $$.
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mir3930
Joined On 11/11/2015 5:31:40 AM
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What about Wild Oil of Oregano?  It is anti-parasitic too.
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM
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I had covid last November...  For the last 4 years I routinely  take North American Wild Oil of Oreganol every day ... 3 drops under

my tongue... during cold and ^u season.  And I never get sick!!  You can be sure I took it seriously when Covid started.  When I

got Covid I had 101- 102 fever for 8 days then it held at 100-101 for several more. My only other symptom was fatigue, headache

and no appetite. A slight hacky cough started at the tail end of this ordeal. I took the oregano multiple times a day all thru this

illness. We also take multiple herbs and vitamins daily, which include Dr Mercolas list, so I doubled the dose of many of them

while ill. It took a good 10 days for my fever to break and I started to feel better.
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I use oil of oregano for lots of things and have used on my pets as well.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm going to start adding it to my arsenal as well!  This is great to know!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Oregano oil has carvacrol in it. Several research studies have shown that the biological actions of carvacrol with its therapeutic

potential are of clinical importance. The in vitro and in vivo studies have shown multiple pharmacological properties such as

anticancer, antifungal, antibacterial, antioxidant, anti-in^ammatory, vasorelaxant, hepatoprotective and spasmolytic. This review

highlights the various biological and pharmacological properties of carvacrol within the scope of COVID-19

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7921315  (2021) ROLE OF BOTANICAL ESSENTIAL OILS AS A THERAPY FOR CONTROLLING

CORONAVIRUS (SARS-COV-2) DISEASE (COVID-19) www.researchgate.net/pro8le/Raju-Chalannavar-2/publication/351936410_..

 (2021)
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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THANK YOU Dr Mercola!!!  I appreciate everything you post on your site but the most good being equally done is providing a place for

folks to sound off instead of being preached to.' I want to just point out once again that on the cover of the Horse Wormer is written the

weight amount included, 1250 pounds. It is not just for horses but anything that needs Ivermectin. Horses were used since they are

usually one of the larger creatures that need Ivermectin. That makes giving it to several things or numbers a bargain. The tube inside is

made with movable ledges so you can easily adjust to the weight of what you are giving it to. Ivermectin also comes in a liquid but in

large quantities for shots.  One other bene8t of Ivermectin is if you take some, it will keep mosquitoes, ticks, bees, and other blood

sucking creatures from biting or attaching to you.  Another bene8t seldom seen today but was not unusual not long ago is it will easily

rid you of ALL worms and there are many species.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks again for another important article, Dr. Mercola. I have been trying to get Ivermectin in the UK. Does anybody know of a place

where to get it, here? Thanks.
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gardenmad
Joined On 2/8/2007 12:29:02 AM
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Ambereyes, I just heard/read that if doctors prescribe Ivermectin in Australia they can get struck off. I was so angry about this

nonsense words cannot describe. My doctor would prescribe it in a ^ash but said he wasn't not quite ready to lose his license yet

but he is nearly ready to give up medicine anyway because he has gotten so dishearten with the way it has been going. If he

decides to leave the profession he may prescribe it then as it won't matter. I am so angry that the doctors are hamstrung in what

they can treat people with. It was the AMA here that brought in this edict. So basically, it you get Covid 19 then there is no

treatment at all and you are told to go home and isolate and when you get so sick that you can't breathe then come into hospital

and will will kill you with a ventilator. DISGUSTED!
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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GENERIC STROMECTOL (IVERMECTIN) evo-pharmacy.com/order-stromectol-online-es.html?t=serp&search=str..
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This might be able to help you: https://www.e-bmc.co.uk/
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Sharink
Joined On 7/25/2020 10:14:55 AM
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ivermectin24h.com/.../stromectol
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I just ordered HCQ using Sharink's link!
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gammy678
Joined On 7/6/2021 1:00:53 AM
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I can't 8nd it in the USA either. Most Doctors don't prescribe it.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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". . . . . because they believed false claims the horse de-wormer could 8ght COVID-19.'The ERs are so backed up that gunshot victims

were having hard times getting to facilities where they can get de8nitive care and be treated,' he said." When I read this I immediately

started laughing, because this is the epitome of BS. Oh lord.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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It is B.S. overload!
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Firsthand knowledge here.  1) my sweet girlfriend who suffered for 11 days was told by her PCP there was nothing he could do, go to

the hospital if you can't breathe.  **someone gave her Ivermectin AND she started to feel better, but they couldn't get more, the doctor

wouldn't prescribe it, and she suffered horribly.

2) my PT was immediately put on Ivermectin (I don't even want to say where, but there is a certain type of doctor who is up on this

information that most all of us have access to)) .... my PT would have ended up in the hospital on a ventilator but they also prescribed

steroid and a nebulizer - not HP, but close enough.  She was through in 12 days.   3) my girlfriend's daughter, younger, also had 12 days

of not being able to breathe - she only did Ivermectin, it was rough, she got through by day 12.  4) Then there's Ben.  Ben 'got' covid, Ben

is obese.  On the 3rd day of knowing he was sick, but not given anything for it, he landed in the hospital with his oxygen level in the 80%.

 They put him on a ventilator.  The ICU is full, but he has one of the beds.  He's getting better every day now, he's been on it for around 7

days.  He should be off it today, Monday (they took him in Sunday night of last week).

It should be a crime not to use Ivermectin when it is so valuable.  THEY are slanting it and that's unacceptable.  Anyone with internet

can see what a wonder drug its been on the continent of Africa - oh ya, Africa, that's the place with ONE BILLION FORTY MILLION more

people than us, but their loss of life is under 170,000.  Hmmm.... What are we at?  663,000?   So glad Bill is traveling to Africa ... and I'm

sure he needs them to step up the vaccination program.  Some parts of S. Africa are having a very bad time, but those numbers

(included in the 170,000, still aren't high compared to the U.S.)  ... I wouldn't even let Bill get off the plane.

So here we go... one narrative.  You want to use a dewormer if you got covid?  What?
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steve49car
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Ok as will come out very soon ...Bill Gates was convicted a few days ago after a 5 day court hearing (Tribunal) and sentenced to

death on October 5th! Having seen the evidence against him ... he is somewhere further on from Hitler ...! One charge concerns

his master minding of Global child abuse ,tragcking and adrenochrome production ... we are talking millions of stolen children

here! The truth about a fake ^u vaccine is included in the transcript ( it will be released in time) that killed thousands .... he didn't

care then who got hurt and he does not care now with covid ...! Good riddance of a very toxic person actually given up by Melinda

who is subject to certain similar charges ! As an aside , did you know that Andrew Cuomo is in Gitmo awaiting trial? He is

charged with forcing hospitals and Care facilities with moving elderly but well residents into refrigerated trucks where they died

..in very large numbers ? These are some VERY vile people ... many will 8nd it hard to take and believe .... believe it though you

will ...I urge everyone to read (when released) these transcripts ( and video's) exactly what these people have been doing ! ! Never

mind the shocks as to what Hunter Biden was arrested for and charged ... implicating his father in a heinous crime!
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Yes, Tracy, it should be a crime not to use ivermectin when it's so valuable. A Vietnam War veteran died after a Texas hospital

refused, in ^agrant de8ance of a court order, to give him ivermectin for a Covid-19 infection. On August 19, medical staff at

Memorial Hermann Sugar Land Hospital near Houston put 74-year-old Pete Lopez on a ventilator after testing positive for
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Memorial Hermann Sugar Land Hospital near Houston put 74-year-old Pete Lopez on a ventilator after testing positive for

Chinese germs. López could have lived if he had been given ivermectin according to his wishes, but instead he was killed by

hospital workers who refused.

Due to his Ivermectin Disorder Syndrome (IDS), the hospital staff at Memorial Hermann decided that they would basically

disconnect Lopez because that is what Tony Fauci and the medical establishment have decided is the only way to "^atten the

curve."

Gabrielle Snider, López's granddaughter, told the news station that the hospital "took away from my grandfather and us, his

family, the opportunity to know if that drug would have worked for him or not."

A similar situation occurred in Ohio after a man named Jeffery Smith was admitted to a local hospital and denied ivermectin

treatment. Smith's family sued West Chester Hospital and won, only for common cause Judge Michael Oster to try to overturn

the decision.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/family-war-vet-died-after-hospital-ignored-c..  (Sep 8, 202)

The Texas Medical Board and the Texas State Board of Pharmacy issued a joint statement on September 3 supporting doctors

who prescribe off-label drugs, the reuse of FDA-approved drugs.

www.pharmacy.texas.gov/news/press-release/joint-statement-re-drugs-or-..  .
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui, that is an incredible amount of valuable information!  When will we make it a crime not to use everything

available?  Um... I haven't done research on this, but is Fauci making money from Remdesivir or is it another bad call on his part,

similar to the fail of AZT that we still use for some ungodly reason?

 vaccineimpact.com/2020/anthony-fauci-40-years-of-lies-from-azt-to-remd..  something interesting to ponder...
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its actually 40000 deaths from Covid only.  I knew the whole deal was fake in early 2020 and con8rned with this story showing

that CDC purposely faked deaths .....

worldyturnings.blog/.../plandemic-becomes-clear
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BernadetteGately
Joined On 9/18/2006 7:41:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would never ever trust Bill Gates.  I am sure also that here are massive amounts of misleading, ignorant, and deliberately false

instructions and views about vaccinations and Covid19. I realise that vaccines are an anathema to you, but was wondering if you or

people on this link have heard of the Adelaide anti-Covid vaccine being developed by Professor Nicholai Petrevosky from Flinders

University, said to be the best in the world? It contains a unique component based on the edible polysaccharide inulin, found in many

plants. This acts as an adjuvant, a general booster for the immune system. Canberran Dr. Peter Cooper, DSc, PhD wrote a letter about it

to the Canberra Times. He is the lead ANU scientist for the development, and  he assures everybody that the vaccine really works and is

really safe, based on 40 years of meticulous research by a large team of Australian researchers. It is also very cheap. Dr. Cooper says

he has no monetary interest in its sale.
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi  Bernadette, I couldn't 8nd it on the Canberra Times website (I don't subscribe) but did 8nd this:

news.^inders.edu.au/blog/2021/08/16/vaccine-trials-planned-after-safe..  On a different note, this article in the UK Guardian last

Friday said 12-15 year old boys were four to six times more likely to be diagnosed with vaccine-related myocarditis than ending

up in hospital with Covid over a four-month period.  Despite this, Australia is rolling out P8zer vaccine to this cohort FROM

TODAY. www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/10/boys-more-at-risk-from-p8zer-ja..   If I mention this to any of my friends I'm

considered a rabid nutcase, and I'm pretty sure this article did not make it to any of the media outlets in Aust.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lesleybethune, It guts me everytime I read of the negative effects on children yet the powers that be continue to push it. It’s

criminal to the point of attempted murder! They should each be prosecuted as a group and individually, then hung in public for

crimes against humanity!! My oldest grandchild is an 11 year old boy. If “they” tried to experiment on him I would go full bore

murder mode!! Thankfully his parents aren’t gullible. They’ve instructed their children on how to exit their school together in case

secret, forced vaccination comes to their school. It’s an insane world when children aren’t protected by their teachers, principals

or elected servants.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it's cheap big pharma  will try to stop it from seeing the light of day.
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sgfattouh
Joined On 3/23/2012 5:26:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I realized the other day, that all we hear about are the horror stories of the illness.  Not the millions of people who got it and came

through with minimum fuss.  No one likes to be sick. We have all had the ^u. Did you enjoy it? NO? Why , because you where sick. Life

happens. Please take sensible precautions, stay healthy and most of us will be 8ne.  Get help if you need it but don't fear it. Sent with

LOVE
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true. So many who should know better act as if they've never been ill and never should be in the future.  That so many have

been brainwashed so quickly is truly frightening.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sgffatouch, oh so true, I 8nd when I tell people I had it (or write about having covid) if I say it was no big deal I get the answer

"you probably just had a cold" or something like that, they write me off.  So, that response makes one emphasize the bad effects.

 Really, ya can't win, people don't want to hear that you weren't sick as a dog and almost dead.  Hacking and a fever, that is the

hallmark, one doctor told me he can spot the people who will die, they lack the strength to hack it up, you have to dig deep to get

it out, and who can hack while on a ventilator? .....  and you run a fever, not high fever, like 101.
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mer19113
Joined On 7/11/2019 11:33:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My vet has been using animal meds for himself and his family for over 50 years. Generally speaking, they work better and have fewer

side-effects than drugs made strictly for humans.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was getting Amoxicillin from my veterinarian over 35 years ago. What I didn't buy from him I got from Mexico while on vacation

in the summer. Thanks to Bill Clinton, that's all illegal now! It was around 97 or 98 he put an end to all of that. Not that it mattered

for me, I've been off all medications since 1995.
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krisjb1
Joined On 10/3/2010 5:05:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A single personal description of Ivermectin doing its best to prevent Covid is not science, but it is a fact. When I contracted Covid my

husband cared for me without mask or protective gear for about 5 days. He took Ivermectin according to the mg/kg schedule and did

not become infected. Did natural immunity protect him or did Ivermectin? We don't know, but if he has another known exposure he will

be taking Ivermectin again.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First these are corrupt drug company products , do NOT treat all parasitic infections ( I don't know of any pharma drug that does) and

mercks version Stromectol is aimed at Strongyloides and Onchocerca volvulus.  Now there are 3  infections of the body ...Parasite ,

Viral and Bacterial .... parasite carries with it virus and bacteria ...Virus carry only bacteria  hence if you treat and remove the parasite

you free virus and bacteria into the blood stream (they were protected by the parasite) where the natural immune system and other

supplements can much more easily take down the infection (NOT remove from the body) !

However you do NOT need Ivermectin it in any case has a narrow treatment of parasitical infection ... there are 3 Herbs when taken

together are more powerful ,will attack ALL parasite infections and deal with viral infection ! Now I used this 35 + years ago to deal with

Epstein Barre Virus (doctors told me to live with its effects)  and still to this day take maintenance doses to keep it under control (its

very infectious ...80% of us carry it) ...  in fact EBV WILL if you have it in your body make another viral infection very much worse ! So

those 3 herbs ...Green Hull of Black Walnut ,Cloves and Wormwood ...do NOT attempt to take separately or mix yourself (wormwood

can be dangerous in quantity) ... look for herbalists that carry that pre made tincture!

I should add that I always take Liposomal vitamin C at the same time as the herbs ... this releases oxygen into the body mopping up

bacteria ...and yes virus since all bad  infections are oxygen hating! I suggest LVC when you are sick is taken every 2 hours increasing

the dose ... this is because C is NOT stored in the body ,begins to degrade as soon as you take it and is gone in 4 hours ...!!! So kill the

parasite with the herbs releasing the virus and bacteria which the LVC can then deal with???
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting.  I've wondered why there hasn't been any articles yet here about alternatives to invermectin because many people

either don't have access to it or like you said, just prefer a more natural remedy
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped drinking water. I heard that horses and cows also drink water. I'm not a cow and I'm not a horse.
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Perfessor
Joined On 1/24/2008 5:47:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following the Ivermectin debate closely, and it doesn’t matter if Ivermectin is also used in animals, its 8rst use was, if you

can read on Wikipedia, for treatment of river blindness. What is missing in this article here is that Ivermectin has to be used with zinc,

that Ivermectin is an ionophore, the same with hydroxochloroquine and also Quercetin.  I take  Quercetin and zinc together with my

other vitamins.

However, I don’t buy into the last statement that the Delta peak is actually a vaccine injury peak. If you were to compare the

development of cases with the number of vaccines given, I bet that they wouldn’t correlate. I think that these variants are real but

probably caused by vaccinations. In a video about the huge protest of nurses, a nurse spoke out and said that despite what the media

says, that people with Covid in the hospital are not mainly the unvaccinated. This needs some brave whistleblower to come forward. It

is sad that we cannot trust the media or our own government anymore. They are all in bed with Pharma and Gates.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went down April 27 with something very very bad. I believe it was transmission of a spike protein from a vaccinated person I was

around. Why do I believe this? Because of May 1, I was very ill(fevers, dizziness, excessive coughing spouts) and had no choice but to

work and ful8l a contract. I worked 14 hours around my crew and the people I was doing the work for and none got sick as a result. I

was 8 days into being sick when I contacted AFLD to inquire about HCQ and Ivermectin. The Ivermectin was 6 mo supply and too costly

at that time, so I opted for HCQ. HCQ did nothing after 5 days of taking. I then researched Ivermectin and saw that many people had

started to self treat themselves with the actual horse paste and were having great success(I knew about India using Ivermectin to crush

a recent outbreak as well).

So I ordered one tube. I took it for 3 days, First dose, I felt much relief after 12 hours. I stopped after 3 days because I could not get the

info needed to see how long I could continue this procedure. I was starting to feel bad again. Then that information came and I did

another dosage for 5 days in a row(one tube for me at 240lbs). That was what knocked it out for me. I was able to secure an initial

treatment from AFLD and the cost was under $30 from CVS in Georgia. Here is the current problem. Many states are threatening

doctors and pharmacists who write and 8ll these prescriptions. I have heard from many because I have shared my story about

Ivermectin.

I told them about the paste and it is the same formula as in tablet form and cost much less without the hassle of getting in 8lled. Many

times, the medicine given to animals is purer than what given to humans. I recommend this way to those of you that can not secure the

prescription. I did not die and did not suffer an adverse reaction. Ivermectin paste is now hard to 8nd and it is Duramectin now and it is

the same thing. Do not live in fear. Use what works and can save lives.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you take zinc with the HCQ?  It won't work without zinc.  Happy to hear that the Ivermectin worked for you!  Congratulations,

you now have natural immunity!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Jack. Yes, I followed the protocol as explained to me in my consultation with AMFD. I was too far in and I believe this was a

spike protein transmission and not a variant I ran into. HCQ works best within 48 hours of known covid infection.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your story. It is wonderful that you are well. Yes, fear is not an option.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They give it to the illegals coming into the country.
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cur4394
Joined On 8/23/2020 4:34:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

skupe59, Are you saying that they are giving ivermectin or the vaccine to immigrants? Because, why would they give ivermectin

to non-citizens and not allow their own citizens access to ivermectin?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I asked about that.  What's up with that?
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dogfangtoo
Joined On 7/6/2012 1:59:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah, they give it to them for worms 200mcg/kg.
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The AMA has declared that they cannot 8gure out how to assign a gender to a baby at birth.  If they can't 8gure that out, how can we

trust them to 8gure out anything when it comes to health?  The AMA is not only a shill for Big Pharma, they are "WOKE".  Just makes

you feel warm all over, doesn't it?
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand the panic over this "germ", yet I see people, mostly men I work with, that on a daily basis, they use the bathroom AND

DO NOT WASH THEIR HANDS!  I am more concerned over the fecal matter that they blatantly toss around as they touch anything than

this Scamdemic!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"As for safety, more than 4 billion doses have been given to (human) patients since 1998, and only 28 cases of serious adverse ever"

Lets do some math.  In this corner we have Ivermectin with 28 cases of severe adverse effects from 4 Billion doses.  And in this corner

the P8zer GMO Therapy with between 14000 to 45000 deaths (growing exponentially) from 300 Million doses.  Who is the champ for

medically administered deaths??
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lubell
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:52:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Current Curcumin Studies
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Interesting that both alternative remedies for C19 - Hydroxychloroquine (with zinc) and ivermectin, are listed as treatment for lupus.
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Do you have a link for that?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not know this.   I took low dose naltrexone for Lupus.   But i have cured myself of it by getting rid of all the toxins that i was

exposing myself to which was causing the Lupus.   Now i do not take any medicines and i'm 62.
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HCQ used for controlling lupus for years now, many patients on a low dose for at least a decade...you can 8nd this all over the

internet, as during the suppression, many found it digcult if not impossible to obtain script re8lls! Esp in California.
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HCQ is one of the most prescribed meds around the world. S. Korea has been using HCQ, Zinc, Z-Pak, and an HIV antiviral drug

since the beginning of the pandemic. blogs.timeso8srael.com/hydroxychloroquine-used-by-korea-for-covid-19-..  They have had

NO SHUT DOWNS! They were the #2 epicenter when this all started. They are 169th out of the top 200 countries for

deaths-per-capita from Covid-19. The USA is 21st. Sweden, who has done basically nothing to mitigate the spread of this virus is

in 42nd place. S. Korea's protocol for treating covid is the same across the board. If you have symptoms or have symptoms you

are hospitalized a minimum of 3 days. Most people's symptoms improve in this length of time and they are released. Most of the

people that have no symptoms never develop any when given the S. Korean treatment.
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My husband has a rare autoimmune illness (CLIPPERS syndrome) and has been on hydroxychlroquine for 9 years.  He may have

his health issues but never catches a cold or virus.
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There are several bene8ts to taking HCQ during  a covid-19 infection. The one thing it does better than anything is double the

zinc absorption into the cells. Zinc is a powerful antiviral, but it does nothing for you if it can't get into the cells. HCQ makes that

happen effortlessly! What goes in the cells also comes out and leaves the body. So people who take HCQ for problems like Lupus

also take Zinc. There's another AMAZING bene8t to taking HCQ for this infection. It quells the cytokine storm! My wife has HCQ

in her lab and uses it for that very reason. She's an Immunologist and she does experiments on mice. Sometimes things go

wrong and you have a cytokine storm. HCQ  can prevent the cytokine storm in your lungs and prevent you from drowning in your

own bodily ^uids.
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All I have to say is that this is the same American Medical Association that is "training" their doctors how to lie to others about the vax.

www.ama-assn.org/system/8les/2021-02/covid-19-vaccine-guide-english.p..  F#ck the Hippocratic oath. F#ck the patients and their

health. F#ck the TRUTH. You (doctors) do and say what WE tell you or you will lose your medical license. DO NOT speak to patients

about alternative therapies. DO NOT even SUGGEST that anything other than the jab will "cure" them. LISTEN to US. WE are YOUR

HANDLERS. WE are ALL-KNOWING. Bow down and DO NOT question US! Do NOT do your own research! DO NOT think for yourselves!

Pardon my profanities, but this document (in the above link) was the last straw for me. I was absolutely disgusted before, but this has

sent me over the edge. The contempt I have for the medical establishment, which is now run by the pharmaceutical and "health"

insurance machination, is overwhelming for me. God help us all...
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Whoa...I hear your rage! God help us all indeed.
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Not one word in those documents about informing patients of the possible risks; over 20 are documented including DEATH of

1000s. This is not INFORMED CONSENT; but purposeful misrepresentation and prosecutable.  However when it comes to suing

doctors ;if they gave you the" standard of care" then they are off the hook even if they kill or injure you. However neither they nor

the pharmacists are being given the REAL Product Package Inserts which ARE available online and 29 pages long. ALWAYS read

the 8ne print before you consent to anything.
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While I am sure there ARE good doctors out there, it may be possible most do not work in large hospital settings. Too many rules

& regulations?? I read that in some places you cannot get Ivermectin. Read up on the one on Amazon. High dose can probably be

broken up? Reducing to what you want is another issue.
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Didn't you just run an article stating that there is no commercial test for the Delta variant? or any other for that matter?  Read it recently

somewhere.  The CDC tests a select number to test, & then extrapolates the percentage on all covid cases.  How's that for a shell game

& dog and pony show?  Nothing scienti8c or honest about any of this.
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Hahaha!  Did anyone else's ears turn red in the Joe Rogan vid. when the FDA said seriously folks, you're not a cow and you're not a

horse?  LIES!!!!  OMG!  Do people believe this stuff and not do any research?  Lazyboy - Underwear goes on the inside of the pants : only

posting because it's utterly ironic right now - and I love to laugh, and I love it that Bill Gates is called out in this song!

 youtu.be/G33WvuOw2cI
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It was 30 or so years ago when I learned there's no difference between veterinarian and human drugs. One of my friends in

college got into pharmaceutical sales. I asked him if the drugs for your dog is less pure or any different than the drugs you get

prescribed. Is Amoxicillin for your dog the same as what you pick up at the pharmacist for bronchitis? He investigated this and

soon called me back. He literally called me from the production line and said "I'm watching this drug go down a conveyor

belt......it gets split at the end and half is going into veterinarian bottles and half is going to pharmaceutical bottles". The biggest

difference is the PRICE! You can buy drugs for you dog for way less money than it cost for yourself and they are the exact same

drugs.
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jamnjim - you made my day!  My girlfriend works at the animal hospital here and I remember her saying she needed antibiotics

for something and was taking them from there.  I was like -what?  Can you do that?  She told they're exactly the same!  She gives

animals benadryl to calm down - the whole nine yards.  But man, when they want a lie out there - they're just hoping people are

too lazy to look for themselves.  I wonder when they 8gured out the majority would do just that!   I mean, if it weren't for Dr.

Tenpenny, I wouldn't have been looking for pathways either - she said she found 4 in a 20 minute search on the internet.  What's

she at now?  20 pathways the vax will harm?  Talk about being scared for your loved ones!
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I may eat like a horse but am not one.
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David, using your logic, animals should not be treated with meds because most of your veterinarian meds were 8rst developed

for HUMANS and later repurposed for use in animals.  That's coming straight from the "Horses Mouth"!
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Here's some interesting food for thought (haha, get it?)  usralls.org/the-untold-story-ivermectin-wonder-drug
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Ivermectin seems to be such a touchy topic — which I was unaware of — that I got FB threatening to close my account if I post more of

that kind of content. And what did I post? A link to a scienti8c study of Ivermectin being effective against Covid-19. There was no

additional propaganda... just the study... and now in the status of my FB account it reads 'warning'. I feel upset & angry... how on earth

could one guess beforehand that a link to a scienti8c study would cause such a disproportionate reaction!?
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You were disturbing the money making scheme of fb and hellofgates - that is a sin....
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Wow! One brave lady! I cannot imagine what is possibly making these doctors go against their Hippocratic Oath!  I cannot believe that

many would do it for money and we wouldn’t hear about it from the honest doctors. Is it possible their families are being threatened?

How did they get to them? If this gets over I think we are going to 8nd a lot of doctors rearranging their groups and hospital

commitments. And if trials ever happen — the doctors will have their day in court as well.
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ConventCassie if I can make one comment to what you said, your quote, "I cannot imagine what is possibly making these doctors

go against their Hippocratic Oath!" Not saying I agree or disagree with you but just to say this. Doctors have been going against

their Hippocratic oath for decades now, and for more reasons than we can count. Mainly, MONEY. If any doctor would stand by

that oath, they would give ANYONE, money or not, the best medical care they were able to. Now, how often do you see doctors

charging "x" dollars with a disclaimer at the bottom of all bills, "well, if you can't pay it, don't worry,  keep coming back, I'll treat

you.  I'm sworn under oath to help anyone I can, with our without money."  um...not often, right!
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The autumn typical seasonal ^u will be called MU variant which will be the vaccinated people dying when infected with a real virus.
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Remdesivir murders and gets lots of $$$$$ to kill you. Say no if they EVER want to use it on you.
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Hopefully they’ll tell us 8rst.
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This administration is more concerned about the vaccine percentages than treatment for the SARS/Covid virus itself, which begs the

question of: Why do they soooo strongly promote a vaccine that at best is 37% effective of prevention rather than promoting a 99% cure

treatment? Seems like an alternate motivation to any “sensible” person!
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Could it be the graphite something they put in the vaccine that will respond to the 5G towers?
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Back to the mandate for a second ;) spectator.org/bidens-de^ection-mandate  Joe Biden has just hurled his Department of Labor,

Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and Department of Justice into a massive, costly, and lengthy legal quagmire brought

on by corporations, employees, and states who will undoubtedly 8le suits across the nation challenging his vaccine mandate. He has

jumped headlong into a litigation maelstrom the likes of which the nation has not seen since employers sued in overwhelming numbers

to invalidate Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s failed National Industrial Recovery Act.… Biden’s latest abuse of power will be challenged on

constitutional and statutory grounds.

Emord lists three constitutional defects in Biden’s vaccine mandate that are all but certain to generate successful court challenges. It

violates the Tenth Amendment, which reserves the police power to impose such mandates to the states. The federal government can’t

constitutionally issue such decrees. It violates the Fifth Amendment, which requires the government to apply laws and regulations

impartially. By de8nition, Biden’s mandate calls for unequal treatment of Americans according to their vaccination status. Finally, it

violates the Separation of Powers doctrine, which precludes the President from usurping the prerogatives of Congress by issuing

arbitrary national edicts.
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I know someone who took Ivermectin while in the hospital and he said "immediately I could feel I was going to be okay".  And he was.
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when do the trials begin to prosecute the lying cabal?
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That IS the million dollar question. When will "real" accountability be enforced?
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are 3 types of Ivermectin …1 for horses, 2 for cattle and swine..3 for humans pill form. First two injection form. My neighbor who

has cattle  got Covid. He put 2cc’s of the cattle type in water drank it and got well quickly! People can buy the cattle/swine type and do

the same.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the news is "fake" these days. Where are the stories on the number of injuries and deaths from the vax? And where's the

compensation fund from the vax makers? Big Pharma has no liability, the government is not forcing them to take liability, so they have

free reign to do what they want, without government interference.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zero accountability. The real # 1 issue in America. None of this stops until real accountability enforced
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CokeCola777
Joined On 6/26/2020 9:45:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHEN EDUCATING THE MEDICAL UNEDUCATED, IT IS VITAL TO USE THE "HOMER SIMPSON METHOD"! Words must be as simple as

possible, so that even Homer could understand what is being said! Words like SYMPTOMATIC and ASYMPTOMATIC should NEVER be

used. SYMPTOMATIC is something that indicates the presence of bodily disorder! ASYMPTOMATIC is having or showing no symptoms

of disease.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a person who tries to come to the RIGHT conclusions, I am always trying to attack my own positions to see if they hold up.  The

scienti8c data is useful but impossible to verify and come to hard conclusions from.  One VERY useful approach is to look at how

credible the opposing sides are, based on obvious, unmistakable lying.  The ivermectin issue is only one of many instances where the

establishment side is blatantly, purposefully, and obviously lying through their teeth.  The anti-mainstream side (vax, lockdown, and

mask averse) presents much less obvious BS. Our side is far from perfect though.  If you say, as this article 8nishes: "The most

shocking take-home from this interview is that the supposed surge in Delta cases are in fact mislabeled vaccine injuries, according to

this whistleblower." is it not incumbent on you to address the delta surge among the unvaccinated?  Is it 8ction?  If not, how does it

follow the delta surge is caused by vaccine injuries?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj, there are a lot of things the CDC and FDA are doing that discredit these vaccines, in my mind. I have not read the CDC’s

information in a few weeks, but the CDC’s website did state that they were no longer going to track/count any vaccine

breakthrough covid-19 cases. The only ones they are counting are the ones that get hospitalized. All of the non-vaccinated

Covid-19 cases get counted. This skews the data to make it appear the vaccines are effective. Then you have their decision to go

ahead and jab the placebo group in the trial studies. This invalidates the trial studies. Their justi8cation for this was that they

were supposedly putting the placebo group at risk by not vaccinating them. BS!

Now the 8nal nail in the cogn that proves these vaccines are not what they claim they are is the MANDATE Joe Biden just put

out! If the vaccine is so safe and effective it would sell itself. The fact that they bastardized the trial study by eliminating the

placebo group makes me doubt the effectiveness of the vaccine. By vaccinating everyone they have nothing to compare against.

All the data is worthless now. However, we had people that refused to get vaccinated that we would be able to compare against

the vaccinated. When Joe’s mandate goes into effect, we will no longer have that data for comparison. That tells me they are

hiding something. They are getting rid of all data that would suggest the vaccines don’t work by forcing everyone to get the jab.
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Sharink
Joined On 7/25/2020 10:14:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm thinking the unvaxxed getting sick are possibly getting it from exposure to the vaxxed who are "shedding" or "transmitting" the

spike protein?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sharink, good catch, that is a possibility.  I personally think the amount of spike protein an unvaxxed person would pick up from a

vaxxed person would be a very tiny percentage of what the vaxxed are exposed to.  Common sense would dictate this.  So I

doubt it's a big factor.  I know there are reports of transmission of something, presumably spike protein, to the unvaxxed,

particularly resulting in strange menstrual episodes in women.  It's all very hard to sort out.  Not the lying by the "authorities" -

that couldn't be more in-your-face.

jamNjim, I wish I'd clari8ed I was referring to the surge (or reported surge) in HOSPITALIZED unvaxxed.  You are certainly correct

the case numbers are garbage because of the manipulation.  Personally, I suspect all numbers, but we have to do the best we

can and look at those most likely to be somewhat real.  I am in complete agreement the PTB are manipulating everything about

the pandemic, it's so obvious that ones faith in democracay is shattered.  Maybe people were smarter before ^uoride and

incessant media crap dumbed them down.  History indicates not much though.  The founders didn't express much faith we could

keep our liberty as long as we have.  Credit the amazing job they did for 245 great years.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are LOTS of drugs that are given to both animals and humans, anyone ever heard of the antibiotic Amoxicillin?  Not only is it

commonly prescribed for humans (adults AND children), but also for cats, dogs and other animals.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We used gentamicin for farm animals. It does work for humans too.
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peterpam1
Joined On 10/11/2012 2:03:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sociopaths can usually get away with lying for quite some time. They are usually pretty convincing at it. The thing is that once the

sociopath is understood to be a liar and a schemer it becomes very easy to spot their lies. By that point, the sacred line of trust is totally

severed and they will forever be discredited as the scheming, lying , weak individuals they are. Kind of like selling your soul for a shiny

trinket..And one sociopath will sell another out in a heartbeat......
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once you see the pattern you can't be fooled anymore!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw where some of the shots have an African Sleeping Sickness parasite in them which could lead to dementia.  So Ivermectin makes

sense on many levels.   SGT Report.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin is more toxic pharma garbage.  Something I would never give to my dogs or take myself.   Herbal medicine, nutrition and

good hydration are far superior in my opinion for any type of infection.
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please list the alternatives to invermectin speci8cally. I haven't tried it myself but would not be averse to its use if it were

absolutely necessary for severe covid. Although personally I would much prefer something natural.
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm taking A, C, D, plus zinc, selenium, NAC and Lysine, but if I still show any symptoms for "COVID" or the "seasonal ^u", I'll start

taking my Ivermectin I ordered on line in a heartbeat! Good luck!
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be good to list speci8cs as to the toxicity of Ivermectin.  It is actually a very safe drug.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not like give herbal advice to others since I am not a trained herbalist and I do not know their speci8c situation.   In my own

experience herbs can be very effective at preventing illnesses in the 8rst place and enhancing overall and immune health as well

as strength.  Herbalist Stephen Buhner has some suggestions for Covid, but I am quite certain they are not all inclusive.

I like camu camu (high in vitamin C)  powder, natural sources of magnesium, probiotics, ginger, licorice, thyme, propolis, boneset,

cordyceps, yarrow, notoginseng, astragalus, etc., but I cannot say whether they are appropriate for someone else and I only use

some of them at a time.  I generally use herbs to address/ enhance multiple dimensions of health and not for any speci8c

infection.   Herbs like sweet annie (artemisia annua) and quinine may also have promise speci8cally for COVID, but one needs to

do their own research or consult a trained herbalist.  I consider alcohol based herbal tinctures more effective in general.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, Usher, what do you give your dogs for tape worm or parasite infections?
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rebvio,   Ivermectin is neurotoxic and has done a lot of damage to dogs in particular- some dogs are more susceptible than

others and it is apparently more toxic to dogs than humans.  I am not going to dispute that Ivermectin is less toxic than the

mRNA vaccines.  You can look up the long list of common and supposedly more rare potential side effects of Ivermectin, which

to me  clearly illustrate the drug is toxic in many ways.   Big Pharma safety studies are bad comedy.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jam Njim,  Generally my dogs do not get parasites because of good nutrition and strong overall health and immune systems (and

some use of herbs to boost this).  But I know from experience that herbs such as kamala ( the dog needs to be well hydrated

before using this type of purgative herb) can work very well for tapeworm in an overvaccinated dog.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is generally true, until you are so breathless from covid that your lips are turning blue.  Then you will be begging for a

regimen that includes Ivermectin.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fromseato,  Give me a break.  Covid does not worry me in the slightest.   People should have higher standards in terms of overall

and immune health through natural means, which do not include the use of any drugs or vaccines.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Usher12 has a good comment yet you may choose something different speci8cally for you. I have taken Ivermectin myself and

was 8ne.     Ivermectin is toxic @ too high doses!!!!!!!         i read it is now hard to 8nd at places that used to have it for humans.
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Peternak
Joined On 10/11/2006 2:05:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read Virus Mania or check out Dr. Sam Bailey Odysee channel to learn about how all viruses genomic maps are only computer

simulations - they have never been isolated and then shown to produce same illness in similar organisms. Fake medical science.
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reb3043
Joined On 8/29/2013 11:29:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently saw accounts of ivermectin helping patients with long term symptoms, on Jonathan Otto's series. I am wondering about a

plan for folks being forced, and accepting, to take the jab. One dr has his patients do a fast for 3 days when ill, to starve the spike

proteins, with good results. Wondering if on day of jab a fast is begun, with supplements as described by the dr, and also a few days

post fast some ivermectin to clean up more of the spikes before they randomly attach where they can do damage. While we do not want

this jab we have to be prepared to help those who do take it. Any feedback?
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since there are many "long haulers" who were treated with "preventative" Cipro at the onset of illness by well meaning doctors [

who should  know that it not only does it  not treat virus but should never be prescribed to anyone over 60]; I have to wonder if

this may have contributed to the symptoms they have. They all 8t in with Fluoroquinolone poisoning and sorry to say there is no

cure for this.   I also question the practice of using a Zpack with some of the more popular alternative early treatments.

Zithromycin has side effect of destroying heart muscle and killed a friend of mine years ago. Cured the pneumonia but gave him

cardiomyopathy and he only lived another year despite healthy lifestyle. Again read the 8ne print and choose the least toxic

remedies.
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u2girl
Joined On 9/24/2016 8:38:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you at least access Dr. ZELENKO protocol supplements? At least it will help strengthen your immune system.  Visit Frontline

doctors website.  Taking Quercetin,  vitamin d, c and zinc! Hope it helps! So terrible what we are all going through intentionally.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it is American Frontline Doctors.
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imhistory
Joined On 5/2/2014 3:06:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't get ivermectine unless it is going to cost a huge amount of money  . being on a 8xed income makes it really hard. I started tying

to get it prescribed last week and never heard back from the online doctors who are supposed to help
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone advise on horse paste ivermectin?  Are there additives to this type of ivermectin that are not good for humans? I would

SO APPRECIATE any feedback someone can offer. Thank you.
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SO APPRECIATE any feedback someone can offer. Thank you.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All Must educate themselves  ......learn:                                                                                                                                        

tabublog.com/2015/11/26/knights-of-malta-jesuits-plans-for-world-takeo..

 aplanetruth.info/about    learn much of how much aBS you have been fed  and why.....Open up your eye and brains top some solid

LOGIC and Critical Thinking....before  you do anything. Including a Jab
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wendy mena
Joined On 12/13/2006 5:52:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are no more horses than we are rats.
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stmamesyahoo.com
Joined On 5/20/2021 8:17:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where do we get these life saving drugs???  Who will give them out???  I'm a believer!!! Can someone guide me please?

Dr. Mercola was my Dr. back in the 90's and early 2000's.  I TRUST HIM TOTALLY
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gioiello
Joined On 4/28/2008 3:31:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for getting the truth out
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orpdv9ra
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish I knew it before. I would have saved my loving mom

😔😔
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gammy678
Joined On 7/6/2021 1:00:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem is it's hard to 8nd a Dr. who will Prescribe it. Kaiser Doctors won't. Does anyone know a Doctor who will prescribe it. The

frontline Doctors are being accused of being scammers. You don't know what to believe anymore. I know Ivertn works look at India they

were in trouble until they started using this med. I've also heard that Pine Needle Tea is an antidote. Please giver me your feedback.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's ridiculously (scary) why they keep saying "horse wormer" - for years and years prescription medicines have been used for things not

initially intended.  Drugs created and used  for nerve pain is used for bipolar, for example. The list is nearly endless.  If they were 100%

right, they would not be so evasive about everything. Now, I don't think either side is 100% right, and that's what's so scary. There's no

WAY we can get the facts straight. One reason I'd not want to take a shot of some kind of drug that I can't get the straight on what it is.

 Creepy? Yes.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In deep consideration that in-patient hospitals are being put to similar use as nazi-era gas chambers, is it possible that there are people

being "arkancided" with ivermectin, so MSM can make it look bad?
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband INSISTED that I had to get "the shot" because he wants to ^y and if we don't get "the shot" we won't be able to ^y.

ANYwhere! He says. . .  I got the shot and am now COVERED in a freakin' itchy rash that won't quit! I can't even sleep! ! 2 weeks and the

creams the Dr. gave me are not touching it! That in and of itself, will make one sick!
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lubell
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:52:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a question for the community: I get that HCQ drives the zinc into the cells where it is far more effective. Is there a difference

and/or is it necessary to take HCQ or Cinchona or Quercetin as zinc drivers or will chelated zinc act in the same way??????

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/13/2021 12:08:59 PM
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's clear that censorship, lies and propaganda are one of the biggest problems we face currently.  Doctors are being demonized, losing

their jobs and licenses for spreading "misinformation".  Why would they be willing to put themselves on the line and lose so much if they

were merely interested in spreading misinformation?   When will we hold journalists accountable?
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DJE_53
Joined On 5/23/2020 7:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this is true that "delta variant" patients in hospitals are merely individuals experiencing vaccine injuries, then the oft repeated claim

that the current residents of ICUs are the "unvaxxed" is a major falsehood.
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chawk9512
Joined On 8/26/2021 8:47:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canine product for cancer, www.mycancerstory.rocks/single-post/2016/08/22/shake-up-your-life-how-..
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Peter McCulligh, who is on "our side" has stated that SARS-CoV-2 has been sequenced and that Delta can be identi8ed.  It's possible

that labs can report it and yet it not appear on a hospital chart.  I do 8nd it questionable though that labs would take the time to test for

all variants and I think the Delta numbers are actually extrapolations.  Regardless, proof of the existence of Delta isn't required to refute

the COVID scam.
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gjh4116
Joined On 3/12/2021 4:06:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can I get Ivermectin-My Primary yelled at me when I asked for a persription-I am 80 and have not been Jabbed-I take D3 zink

qurectin-defence etc
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los65335
Joined On 5/17/2016 4:09:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

here is the AMA link. Beyond evil. AMA teaches our medical community to deceive the public. see page 9 for language swaps.

www.ama-assn.org/system/8les/2021-02/covid-19-vaccine-guide-english.p..
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oldcrank
Joined On 7/1/2014 6:19:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This headline indicated an explanation for the ogcial denunciation of Ivermectin, so I raced through to the paragraph that gave it.  It is

shocking, appalling and incredible to me that Big Pharma/Big Media/Big Government would all focus on keeping it away from us, just to

FORCE VACCINATION ON US.  I can understand Big Pharma's motive - venality -  and I guess I can understand the government's

motivation - corruption - the unholy alliance with Big Pharma.  But what does the media get out of it?  Why are they complicit?  I tell you,

a person has to maintain a constant alert nowadays in a country where we used to appreciate freedom.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of the commercials are for pharmaceuticals. That's where they make their money. You pay the most for commercial air time

during "Prime Time". That's the time of the day everyone comes home from work and turns on "THE NEWS". That is the most

expensive time to purchase air time for a commercial, but it gets the largest viewing audience. That's when most of your adds for

pharmaceuticals run and they have the money to pay any price the big networks ask. If these networks were to promote safe and

effective meds like Ivermectin and Hydroxychloriquine (HCQ) for treating Covid-19 it would cut into Big Pharma's pro8ts and they

would stop buying commercial air time from these networks. In other words, CNN isn't going to cut off the hand that feeds them

and they will say anything to promote big pharma.

Both HCQ and Ivermectin are being made by generic companies now and have no pro8t margins. The largest manufacturer of

HCQ is in India! So if you were to get a prescription for these drugs it means drug companies in India and China are making

pro8ts, but none in the USA are. So why would they continue to buy air time to promote their new expensive drugs? They wouldn't

and they know this. It is called CONFLICT OF INTEREST and it is against the law. It was against the law for pharmaceutical

companies to advertise their meds on TV. It was during the Reagan Administration that "DEREGULATION" went ramped! Now the

news media is caught between a rock and a hard place. If they come clean and tell the public the truth they lose all their

sponsors. If they continue this narrative they are own now they will lose most of their viewers. I can't wait for ALLLLLLL of the

FAKE NEWS groups to go "BELLY UP"!
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen jamNjim!!!!  Thank you for laying it all out for us.  Truth!!!
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sun]owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now N-A-C has been attacked by the FDA and CDC because it helps build a strong immune response in the body.   It's been banned

from being sold over-the-counter is what i was told.   But, i was able to get some to last me for about another 10 months.  

😁
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vitacost.com sells NAC
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh.  So on Instagram, I follow Peter Stroud, the guitarist for Sheryl Crow.  He posted how he endorses the Vax for music to get

back on the road.  I wrote how my friend had just been killed with hospital protocols, etc.  and I mean no less than 1 minute he

responded to me...”not buying it”, and has several friends who are less symptomatic blah blah blah.  Sheryl took it too.  The whole band

did.  I didn’t even think he would comment back!  Someone of his stature?  He has nothing better to do??
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sun]owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfollow him for sure.   What a dirty, unfeeling, IGNORAMUS SHEEPLE.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are not the only one who has been disappointed by musicians.  I can remember the days of  Woodstock when some were

rebels...now you rarely see it.  Most follow the mainstream narrative.
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hardee12800gmail.com
Joined On 6/28/2021 4:14:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Veronica Wolski lost her effort at Right To Try today, asking for Ivermectin.  Apparently a political ideology couldn't allow her the drug.

 RIP.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went through all the executive orders Trump signed and I can't 8nd the one that allows doctors to repurpose drugs like HCQ and

Ivermectin. He said he did this, but I can't 8nd it. It follows the same ideology of the "Right to Try".
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missmonty
Joined On 4/6/2021 9:26:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Daily Clout for the recent rant of our new Admin. It is getting really weird.
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DBergy
Joined On 10/23/2011 5:28:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine doesn’t even have the bene8t of being tested on horses or any other animals 8rst.
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TevisM
Joined On 1/3/2012 7:36:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ATTENTION FACT CHECKERS: Small correction to the article:  The NHS Sequoyah message is not posted on their website home page

as stated; it is posted on their Facebook page here:  www.facebook.com/NHSSequoyah
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Startling video from the nurse! I posted to farcebook, but I doubt it will remain there for long. I recently ordered some Ivermectin on line

without a prescription. Check it out... "Buyivermectin.us" Good luck people. RESIST THE FRAUD FAUCI and the "non-vaccine"

MANDATES!
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myk5641
Joined On 8/11/2019 11:38:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi,Sad,but Amaz. will not ship to new Zealnd,after signing in!***Regaeds,Mike.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simply continues month after month and year after year. The monger agenda goes off with zero accountability of anyone even though

these are de8nate crimes against humanity of the worst deceptive sort. How many more of these articles are to be simply read. Being

informed is one thing and needed for sure, but seriously...
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil is astounding!  They want people to die, why else would they be doing this??  My stepdaughter got the China virus and she

asked about getting the monoclonal antibodies and she was told no because of her age (44) and her overall health is good.  WTH?  

 Luckily she had Ivermectin and azithramycine (SP?) and she was better in a week.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not about so much about dieing suddenly since then only money is made up front on injections. The real money is in keeping

people sickly over the long term to treat them with all sorts of ongoing existing and newly developed highly expensive

medications and of course full off side effects for years and years. The outcome long term of injections will be an tremendous

increase in all sorts of auto immune issues which will be explained away by media narrative who follow big pharma agenda and

they know most sheople will simply be sacred and fall into line forgetting all this intentional deception they never questioned to

begin with and onward it goes. The very same people who brought ill health will be the ones to come to the rescue when these

auto immune issues appear and make it seem like they are you savior again to make even more ongoing pro8ts on you. And so it

goes...
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in propagandized, lying either-or land now, it seems.  Truth is out the window, & with it, science....& the righteous man maketh

himself a prey.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We certainly do and this "Yellow news", as it was 8rst called over 100 years, thanks to Rockefeller on the east coast and Hearst

on the West coast.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Advice from a quack:  ".....A dictatorship means muzzles all round and consequently stulti8cation. Science can ^ourish only in an

atmosphere of free speech.“  Albert Einstein
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Skipper1951
Joined On 2/4/2013 4:28:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can Ivermectin undo the spike protein damage caused by the vaccine.  Several of my loved ones have been injected and now are facing

repeat vaccinations every 5 months.
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geraldbrennan
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"As for the Delta variant, there are no commercial tests that will identify variants, although genetic sequencing in a research lab would

be able to differentiate them."  No coronavirus has ever been legitimately sequenced. These are instead computerized guesses.
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interdog
Joined On 8/2/2015 8:51:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dangerous epidemic is government lying on a vast scale about everything, but most particularly foreign affairs, the military and

 this disease.. The compliant press weighs in on every occasion to propogate the current government deception. Then they wonder why

they have no credibility and that alternative theories abound. It's the intensity , exaggeration  in the campaign against Ivermectin and

other measures that arouses profound doubt.
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perdetwak
Joined On 9/13/2021 5:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant! In South Africa we use the injectable form, appropriate dose, and rub it on areas like stomach, buttocks etc. Wonderful

medicine.
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horse Ivermectin? LOLOL....  Lets all stop putting bleach (USP grade) in our drinking water.  Stop consuming cinnamon, it's an

insecticide. Lets all stop the millions who take thinning agents like Warfrin, that (part of) rat poison.  Stop put mercury in dental 8llings.

 Is Arm & Hammer baking soda an OTC drug or food w/ nutritional value?    Or... ''MilK- It dose a body good''  < --- It never states the

HUMAN body.    OH... But Ivermectin is dangerous...  Oh how ppl love to spin perspectives (lie by omission) to intimidate, gaslight or

similar to gain compliance from the lemmings.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are none so blind as they who will not see.  And there is no 'lemming' so easy to ;hook' & bamboozle as the one who thinks

they're above such a thing!  Their pride is so massive & insensitive that it's easy to hook & will never notice after the fact.
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If you see it on the news it is FAKE NEWS!
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Ceylon Cinammon is the best natural cure along with cucuriman for blood sugar control.   If cinammon can kill unwanted living

orgs naturally it beats the alternatives.
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MSDNC they lie. The AMA was behind Obamacare they lie ! ARRP behind Obama care too they lie and you pay them to be lied too.. They

are all liars and I’m sick of all the bull crap. Call it what is is they are hiding people dying from the jab and having severe reactions .

Thecovidblog.com     Amazingly after all the lefts bull crap talk on how they want you to be safe. The congress and staff are exempt

from the jab. The post ogce exempt from the jab. Once again picking and choosing. Guess they need the post ogce to harvest more

fake ballots ! This is a Global Genocide! Wake the hell up already !
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Get mad like Howard Beale!  www.youtube.com/watch
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.and its famous stable mate HDQN were debunked from day 1 by the snake oil merchants because they could not launch their snake oil

if there was alternative and safe treatments available.     The safety and effective for Ivermectin was already proven by those well in

advance in dealing with the 8rst Covid patients and showing good success so the Pharma Technocraps knew they had a job on their

hands dealing with this cheap and generic solution....that also worked.   Two devious trials were set up Oxford UK and of course the

WHO the gold standard of globalist honesty.     In both trials the Ivermectin dose was excessively administered over the proven much

lower dose and surprise surprise these Gates and Pharma trials were stopped early as showing no appreciable gain for its use.    

What Globalist traitor decided to use these compromised out8ts to check out Ivermectin, the snake oils main competitor, will be

discovered in the Global Coup post-mortem.      However Ivermectin has been debunked ever since and the snake oil slaughter

continues and enriches the Industry that actually feeds the zionist global democratic Coups.     Many straight trials have proven

Ivermectin is safe and effective and should be put back on the Hospital CDC protocol for Covid treatment and remove Remdesivir the

Pharma late arrival that has far greater issues than Ivermectin.
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In USA they could only authorise an emergency use of a substance IF there is no alternative treatments ....except there are,

making this FDA authorisation a crime!
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Either this "doctor" is ignorant of the bene8ts of Ivermectin, and is willing to have his patients die rather than to research this drug, in

which case he should lose his medical license, or he's lying, in which case he belongs in prison.
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The TGA in Australia just made off label prescribing illegal - it was able to be prescribed before but not for covid.

Numerous people in hospitals here are saying that the vaccinated admissions are being prescribed ivermectin but the unvaccinated do

not… another way to manipulate the 8gures.

I am disgusted and will continue to send emails every day but these people have blood on their hands and it isn’t working.
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Resources to get Ivermectin:

Ivermectinforcovid.store

homelabvet.com/product/brovermectin-ivermectin-100-ml/?fbclid=IwAR1ZO1..

mexipharmacy.mx/.../veridex-ivermectin-2tab-6mg
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We all know heart worm resistance is on the rise; many vets blaming ivermectin. There is documentation of IV toxicity in certain breeds

of dogs. The environment is being harmed as cows, pigs and other farm animals are being treated with this synthetic drug and then

passed out via feces; interfering with the soils bene8cial bacteria a fact the manufactures deny). Per the manufacturers monograph:

it is not known if IV will harm an unborn baby, may harm a nursing baby, usually given in a single dose, not to be given to a child

weighing less than 33 pounds, Call your dr at once if you develop eye pain or redness, puffy eyes, vision problems, severe skin rash,

change in mental status, balance and walking problems………Before taking this medicine inform your dr if you have liver or kidney

disease, cancer, HIV, AIDS, or other conditions that can weaken the immune system. In considering there are so many alternatives to

treat symptoms I am surprised you joined the IV bandwagon. This drug is toxic to the microbiome and other systems. Tami^u made it

to the Covered Countermeasures  Injury Compensation Table during the pandemic in^uenza of 2009. It was and is still considered safe

and effective. 

🤔
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Powerful drug dewormer for horses used OFF-LABEL for humans or FDA approved vaccine to treat covid-19?  Choose wisely.
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Uh, think wisely.  Human use is not off label.  The COVID shots being given have NOT been approved.  The drug approved is a

clone of the P8zer shot only and it is not even being manufactured yet.
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First of all, I live in OKC and I have several nurses in my family that are keenly aware of what’s going on around town here. If anything

our ER’s are empty, and that story is just another example of how you can’t trust the main stream media. Secondly, from a biblical

perspective all pharmaceuticals are sorcery and do nothing but de8le a person’s body. If you are a Christian, your body is a holy temple

of God, and He will destroy you for de8ling your temple. I don’t care if Ivermectin does work, it isn’t an option for a true son of God.

Many people are dying prematurely because they haven’t 8gured this out.
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@steve49car. What are you talking about, Bill Gates sentence to death Oct 5th.   Where are you getting this nonsense!!!!  Geez crazy!!!!!
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TESTED? Joe Rogan says he was TESTED! With what? The PCR Test? The PCR test is being used on the basis of false statements, NOT

based on scienti8c facts with respect to infections. These PCR tests, contrary to the assertions of Messrs. Drosten, Wieler and the

WHO, do NOT give any indication of an infection with any virus, let alone an infection with SARS-COV-2. Not only are PCR tests

expressly not approved for diagnostic purposes, as is correctly noted on lea^ets coming with these tests, and as the inventor of the

PCR test, Kary Mullis, has repeatedly emphasized. Instead, they’re simply incapable of diagnosing any disease.

That is: contrary to the assertions of Drosten, Wieler and the WHO, which they have been making since the proclamation of the

pandemic, a positive PCR-test result does not mean that an infection is present. If someone tests positive, it does NOT mean that

they’re infected with anything, let alone with the contagious SARS-COV-2 virus. All Joe had was a mild FLU. Far too many people are

lazy and don't research Dr. Mercola's articles on COVID. The only REAL Test, is the PREGNANCY TEST = PREGNANT -- NOT PREGNANT!
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Nobody is asking what the cycle threshold of the PCR is, either. It tried to tell blood-kin siblings to ask. I was ignored
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I have just plagiarized the following "brilliant" sentence from an article I have just read, written by Sarah Cowgill on the Liberty Nation

website, and thought how easy it could be applied to so many of the current false narratives we are continually being force-fed by the

"sycophant" left-wing mainstream media. Like hyenas at the broken-leg buffet on the Serengeti, the media gorged for months on the

delicious, salacious story of the false dangers of Ivermectin. But now that the truth is out, will a mea culpa follow – and did the big-box

outlets already know all the time that this effective and affordable treatment was safe as they gnawed on Ivermectin's bones?
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I'm totally saving this!  Thank you!
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I bet most of these same news anchors have a month's supply of Ivermectin and HCQ! Rachel's wife, Susan Mikula, actually had

Covid-19. You would think she would want safe and effective drugs for treating covid-19. For her to discredit potentially life

saving meds shows how evil she is.
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